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SEC Coach Of Year Accepts MSU Post
Greene ConfirmecrAs New Racer Coach
GREENE GREETS WELLWISHERS — New Murray State basketball coach Ron Greene personally greeted many sup-
porters at a press conference announcing his new post this morning. Here Greene, left, shakes hands with Dr. Pete
Panzera, chairman of the Department of Chemistry at MSU. Also talking with Greene is Joe Dick, president of the
Bank of Murray.
Staff Photos By Gene hicCutcheon
State Charity Horse Show Set
Members of the Sigma Departnient of
Murray Woman's Club and Murray
Roatary are off and running with plans
for the 1978 version of the Kentucky
State Charity Horse Show.
Set April 21 and 22 at the West Ken-
tucky Livestock and Exposition Center
on College Farm Road in Murray,
competition this year is for saddle bred
horses in classes of 23 and Tennessee
Walking horses in classes of 10.
Patron tickets are now on sale for the
avual event, according to Sharon
Brown, chairman for the Sigma
Department, and Forrest Priddy,
chairman for the Rotary Club.
The event last year raised over
$4,300, which goes to both clubs'
philanthropic activities.
The 1977 show drew entrants from
eight states, including Ohio, Tennessee,
Missouri, Illinois, InUana, Minnesota,
Massachusetts and Kentucky. More
entrants from more states are expected-
this year.
According to Ms. Brown and Priddy,
there are several distinct advantages in
being a patron to the show. A majority
of the price for the ticket is tax
deductable. ( Out of each $10 ticket, $3
goes for admission and the remaining
$7 is a donation.)
For the price of one admission ticket,
the patron holder will be admitted to
both nights, and. will have special
parking privileges and special seating
at the shows.
Additionally, Ms. Brown and Priddy
said, all patrons will be listed in the
official horse show program which Is
distributed throughout the nation by
horse show participants.
"If you have dot been contacted to
become a patron, you may call Allen or
Georgianna Moffit at 753-1430 or 753-
6318 for tickets," Ms. Brown said.
Those who haven't been contacted
and wish to become a patron, can call
the numbers listed. Deadline for
becoming a patron for the 1978 Ken-
tucky State Charity Horse Show is
March 22.
According to Ms. Brown and Priddy
the show has an impact on Murray. k,
Entrants come to Murray and stay ,
overnight in motels and eat in local
restaurants. Some of the entrants see
Murray for the first time. A majority of
the equestrian enthu-siasts are
business, agricultural and professional
people in their respective communities.
Some of the entrants are young people
who get the opportunity of seeing
Murray State University.
AD May Be Named Saturday
A recommendation from a screening
committee to fill the post of athletic
director at Murray State University is
expected when the Murray State
University board of regents meets
Saturday.
The administrative wing of the
university is slated to meet at 10 a.m.
Saturday in the board of regents
meeting room, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University.




— Staff personnel-payroll items and
faculty personnel-payroll items;
— Appointment of a chairman for- the
clelipartineht of chemistry;
- anization of the college of
industry ahd technology;
— Establishment of a department of
philosophy and religious studies;
today's index 






Deaths & Funerals 16
Horoscope 3
Let's Stay Well 3




A few snow flurries possible
this morning, otherwise mostly
cloudy and colder today. Highs in
the mid 40s. Becoming partly
cloudy tonight, Colder with lows
in the mid 20s to around- 30.
Partly sunny and cold Friday.
Highs in the mid to upper 40s.
Winds, northwesterly to north-
erly at 540 15 m.p.h. today and
tonight. _ _
— Diagnostic lab name designation
and expansion;
— Authority for the director of
veterinary diagnostic and research
center to sign for the university;
— Report from Dr. Kenneth Harrell
Hazel High Dinner Set March 25
The annual Hazel High School Alumni
Dinner will be held on Saturday, March
25, at the Hazel Community Center ( Old
Hazel School-Lunchroom) at 7:00 p.m.
Dinner will be served by the Hazel
Woman's Club. A consentting slate of
association officers has been selected
and will be presented for approval.
The Honorable Harry Lee Waterfield,
former Lieutenant Governor of Ken-
tucky, will be the featured speaker.
Also, there will be musical en-
tertainment by alumni.
If you attended Hazel School and
have not been contacted in the past few
years, please call or send your name
( as it was when you graduated), your
present name, address, phone number .
and year of graduation, in order that we
may update our files, Ray Dunn,
president, said.
"Due to the cost of postage, we are
relying on radio, newspaper and
telephone _contact to local alumni;
therefore, if you are not contacted
personally, please contact an
associatiorr ufficei no tater than-Mar&
18, 1978 for reservations," said Dunn.
Officers are: Ray Dunn, president.
753-0463; Robert Hendon, vice-
president, 753-5714; Griselda Adams,
secretary, 492-8625; and Myrtle White.
treasurer, 498-8716.
AP Count Shows 66 Favor
By MIKE BRANDON
'Sports Editor
▪ During the 1976-77 basketball season,
Murray State University won 17 games.
Not once in the entire season did they
• receive as much publicity as today.
With television stations from across
the Midsouth on hand, Murray State
University _ president Dr. Constzuitine
Curris announced the signing_of Ron
Greene to the post as the head
basketball coach at MSU.
Just Wednesday, Greene was named
as the -Associated Press Southeastern
Conference's Coach of the Year as he
guided the Mississippi State Bulldogs to
a 19-9 season and a second-place finish
in the league, behind Kentucky.
The simple fact that Greene Signed
will .go far L, in uplifting the _MSU
program. At this morning's press
conference, swarms of supporters and
Old fnends of Greene were on hand. V
And-when the new Racer coach was
introduced, he received a long and
appreciative ovation, with even the
news media people applauding.
"October 29 was a memorable day for
this university," Curris told the group...
That was our homecoming.
Thousands of people came back to
Murray. And so too is today a
homecoming, a special one for a 1962
alumnus of Murray State.
"He has come back to build from
strong tradition one of the best
basketball programs in the nation.
Now, he comes here for what we -hope
will be many, many years.
"Look out basketball world, Murray
State University is on the move,"
Curris beamed.
Curris said that in Greene, he felt
.MSU had the finest coach in the nation.
Surprisingly enough, it was quick
press conference. -Greene spoke for
little. more than five minutes and when
he was finished, only a few members of
the press had questions.
"I owe any success I might have to
Murray State and I nope; in some way, I





An organizational meeting of a task
force aiming at establishing a youth
cgnter for Murray and Calloway County
teenagers was held here last night.
The informal committee, which in-
cludes local civic, church and business
leaders, school officials and
representatives of youth organizations
agreed that the youth center should
supplement present community
resources.
The impetus for the center came
from a survey conducted by a class at
Murray State University. David
Hopper, a student in the class who is
currently interning in the office of city
planner Steve 7..ea, told the group that
the survey revealed ;., percent-ofsome
1200 students surveyed indicated a need
for a local youth center.
It was decided that more input from
the local level, particularly from
teenagers who would be serVed by the
center, is presently needed before a
formal plan of action can be adopted.
Another meeting has been scheduled
for TueSday, March 28, tentatively in
the circuit court room of the Calloway
County Courthouse. Representatives of
sty -and--county-tovernment, eiVif
organizations, youth groups and other
local leaders are to be invited to that
meeting.
Hopper is serving as interim coor-
dinator of the effort until a formal
committee structure is adopted.
"I'm very hopeful we'll be able to
attract some of the finest student
athletes in the country. The big job at
hand is recruiting. First, we'll look
locally then expand and widen out the
circle as far as we need in order to
bring in the best student-athlete
possible," Greene said.
. Greene, who said he hopes to be in the
'basketball office soinetiiiie next week,
said he has offered the two assistant
coaching posts to his present assistants
at Mississippi State, Steve Newton and
- Mike Dill. • -
Newton was wall Greene for four
years at New Orleans and came to
Mississippi State with Greene last year.
Dill was a successful high school coach
in Memphis fer five years before going
to Mississippi State where he has been
an assistant for the ipast five years.
Newton may try for the Bulldog head
poet while Belmont College is trying to
get Dill as its head coach.
"I hope they will consider coming
with me," Greene said.
Greene said that one of the first
things he hopes to do is to establish
pride in the players. "Pride is the
single-most important factor in getting
a winning team," Greene said.
Why, exactly, would Greene leave
Mississippi State to come to Murray
State?
. "I have really enjoyed the quality of
leadership I've seen at Murray State,"
Greene said.
"I see a lot of aggressiveness and I
like that approach. I'm an aggressive
person myself.
"I'm proud to be a part of a team
where I see dynamic leadership right
from the top," Greene said, apparently
referring to Dr. Curtis and to Dr.
Marshall Gordon, the vice president for
universfty services 'who spearheaded
the drive for Greene.
Greene said he considered himself
strong on discipline but explained three
different types of motivation.
'Thece's the boss motivation type
where you are demanding; then there's
the incentive motivational approach;
and the attitude motivational approach.
I tend to leant more toward motivating
through attitudes."
What kind of team will the Racers
feature?
FIELDING QUESTIONS — Murray
State basketball coach Ron Greene, a
1962 alumnus and former player with
the Racers, fielded questions from
reporters at a press conference on
the campus this morning.
"I always considered myself to be a
'running coach' but after we made 105
turnovers in the first five games, we
turned from the running Bulldogs inte
the walking Bulldogs and I kind of liked
that type of play. I like toi win. And
turnovers are like a knife in my side.
Everytime we bring the ball across the
center line, we want to get a shot off."
Whet about the possibilities of the
Ohio Valley Conference losing its
automatic bid to ,the NCAA Tour-
nament?
"I feel like Murray State and Western
Kentucky have made commitments
whieti shoukt Tortive to-the -NCAA we're
quite serious about bringing up the
level of play in our conference.
"I really feel like Western Kentucky,
which finished third in the conference,
made an impresstve point by knocking
off Syracuse. I think that shows this
conference has some good teams."
What about a new sports arena to
replace the present one?
. Turning toward Dr. Curris, Greene
• , See GREENE,
Page 16, Column 5
TALKING WITH NEW BOSS — Ron Greene (right) this year's Southeastern
Conference coach of the year, talked with Murray State president Con-
stantine Curris for a few moments this morning before Curris formal an-
nounced that Greene would be the Racers pew head basketball coach.
Senate Canal Treaty Opponents All But Concede Defeat
By MIKE SHANAHAN The AP count showed only four
Associated Press Writer remaining uncommitted senator!,
WASHINGTON (AP) — Serrate op- including Edward Zorinsky, D-Neh
ponents all but conceded that the first of who met early today with Carter at th,
two Panama Canal treaties would be White House.
approved today, as intense public and Republican Seq. Henry Bellmon of
private attention was focused on a tiny Oklahoma, previously uncorrunitterl,
handful of still uncommitted senators, announced today he will reluctant-,
An Associated Press count today vote for the neutrality treaty, and for
showed 66 votes for ratification, one second agreement turning over thc
short of the necessary 67 for ratification waterway to Panama by the year 2001'
if, as expected, all 100 senators vote. Democratic Sen. Wendell Ford Gf
"I think they've got it," said Sen: .Kentucky said, as expected, that he v.-11:
Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., a leader among vote against the treaties. Ford said It
opponents of the proposed pact treaties "neither reflects the will
guaranteeing the canal's neutrality satisfies the best interests of the Unit'1
after Panama assumes control of the States and its people."
.waterway in the year 2000. Zorinsky said Carter pressed him
A vote approving the treaties would a decision. But Zorinsky said he ask."d
mark the first major congressional Carter to give him until noon to mak(27_
VI6fOry for Peesident Carter in SeVerif--- -tip his-Mind.
months-- - ,-- .- -.. -.,--. ----...•-..-Theiother untommitted senators 'are-
Democrats Jennings Randolph of West
Virginia, Quentin Burdick of North Da-
kota and Paul G. Hatfield of Montana.
Zorinsky, scheduled to meet with
Carter at the White House today, said,
"This is probably the toughest decision
I've ever had to make.-
Bellrnon scheduled a news con-
ference before the vote to declare his
intention. Burdick and Zorinsky said
they would not declare themselves
before the vote. .
An informal poll showed 65 votes
solidly for the treaties, two short of the
required two-thirds to ensure
ratification.
But one knowledgeable source close
to Senate leaders said Supporters had at-
least 67 votes in hand. And a Republi-
-t'an treaty backer, Sen. Bob Pekkwood
Oregoti, predicted .69 .yotes..1.or tle
treaty, including one senator he would
not name who had been counted as a
"no" vote.
Packwood, who said earlier this week
he might oppose the treaty because he
believed Carter was making blatant
political deals in exchange for votes,
said he changed his mind and would
••
vote for the pact.
Laxalt, the. treaty foes' principle
strategist, said his follower will
concentrate on defeating the second of
the agreements to gradually transfer
the waterway to Panama over the next
22 years.
The administration sent many of its
biggest ;lames in search of votes
Wednesday, including Vice President
Walter F. Mondale, Defense Secretary
Harold Brown and White House trade
representative Robert Strauss.
The Cart% forces picked up four
votes Wednesday, including the critical
support of Republican EdWard Brooke
of Massachusegs.
Brooke said he would reluctantly vote
for the neutrality treaty. but had
serious doubts about parts of the second
agreement, which will not be voted on
until after a 10-day congressional
Easter recess.
Three Democrats, Dennis DeConcini
of Arizona, Donald Riegle of Michigan
and Russell Long of Louisiana, said
they would vote for the treaty.
While the last-minute scramble for
votes continued WedneSday, the Senate
agreed, 82-16, to an administration-
backed amendment permitting the
United States and Panama to negotiate
keeping American military force in
Panama alter the canal has been trans.
,ferreA
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'Community Spirit In Modern Living'
 Discussed By Max Hart At World D
Of Prayer Program By Church Women
„ By Lillian Graves
The annual World Day of
Prayer, a service of worship,
prayer and treflection,
sponsored in the U.S.A. by
Church Women United, was
celebrated in Murray on
Friday, March 10, at the First
Presbyterian Church. The
observance was postponed
due to weather conditions
from the designated first
Friday in Lent.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey was
World Day of Prayer 1978
Chairman for the Murray-
Calloway County unit of
Church Women United.
The Rev. Buzz Rabatin,
jlastorof the host church, gave
the call to worship and the
closing benediction. Mrs.
Larrie Clark served as
organist. Mesdames David
Coop, Sherwood Potts, Buron
Jeffrey and Milion_Jones were




World Day of Prayer is
celebrated around the world,
and offerings taken enable
support of CWU's Inter-
continental projects. Short
term • grants are made to
programs for -the child in-
divisible," "education for all
of life," for community
development and health
projects and ministries to the
aging. Encouragement is
given to -innovative programs
to help women on their
Iburney toward wholeness" -
women prisoners, and women
struggling for human rights
and ministering to the poor
and oppressed in their
societies.
Miss Christelle Palmer,
local CW1.1 president, ex-
pressed appreciation to the
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the president presented the
speaker for the occasion, Max
Hurt, who said his credentials
and whose life were a
testimony to the theme of the
day's program, "Community
Spirit in Modern Living." This
is evidenced( by the many
occasions of recognition of his
long and untiring leadership
and service in almost every
phase of civic, educational,
cultural, religious, charitable
and business endeavor for the
good of all citizens of Murray
and Carlisle County and all the
world. His activity and in-
fluence in all of these 'phases
seems to - continue un-
diminished since his
retirement. Mr. Hurt alluded
to the welcome sunshine and
warmer temperatures the day
had brought, the crocus
bursting out of the cold earth,
and the sheen of new life lathe
blades of grass, all conveying
the message, "I was there all
time in the darkness."
Excerpts from the con-
tinuing address are given
below:
"We come togetbertoday to
think about why we ae,iere,
who we are, and who other
people are, as summarized in
the phrase, "Community
Spirit and Community
Living." "Community" is not
just a place, a neighborhood,
the state, the nation, or the
world. A community is where
each person finds acceptance
as a person and loving support
to bring him or her into a
fullness of life.
'A community is a
humanistic network, all of
whose members are im-
portant -antrdepetiti tiptin a ch
other. WhaarVe- accept
Jesus Christ as saviour and
Lord of our, lives we assume
responsibility for one another.
We have accepted a gift from
God held out to each one of us,
and in return we offer our-
selves in our experiences and
in our service. We experience
the double joy of giving and
receiving and thereby we
incorporate and make visible
all the various aspects of the
human family.
"When we accept the
theology and the philosophy of
the Master, we move to the
higher level of community of
spirit that is concerned more
with yiho than with Where.
Then we are challenged with
the discovery that we all serve
the same Lord, each working
in different ways with dif-
ferent gifts and talents. All are
, God's children. He loves us
all, and like any parent, He
expects his "kids" to love
each other.
"The community breaks out
of the bounds of the secular
and becomes community of
the spirit with the Father as
we give ourselves to each
other in suffilry ways. One's
true self contains every other
"you" in the world, and we
make contributions, con.-
sciously or uncopsfisiisly, to
each other's lives.
•`There 4re no self-made
persons. Not one of us would
be what we are were it not for
so many other people, known
'unknown that come into
our lives. Each of our lives is a
composite of many
lives.. Consider the great
benefactors of mankind who
have affected all our lives. ...
It breaks in upon' us that-in the
community we are drinking
from wells we did not dig,
using buildings we did not
travelling roads we did
not -hew out. People all over
the world make contributions
to our lives, of poetry,
literature, music, art and
science. All the people of all
the yesterdays are a part of us
today. We will be a part of all
the people of all the
tomorrows...
"It is thus we realize why
there should be a World Day of
Prayer and a world of com-
munity and concern.. .that we
are in the morning time of that
"new life" that was begun
years ago when the Master
gathered his group about Him
and directed them out into an
antagonistic, misconceiving,
"arrogant world to scatter
seeds of care and coneern.
"We Should , never be
satisfied or complacent or at
ease with our selves so long as
we know-that elosel000 owier-
-sway -someone' is in need. The
questions., Who? and Why?
come out m The Stifiry—oT The
Good Samaritan ... The world
becomes a community and the
spirit of community reminds
us that wherever we are, the
other peoples of the world, of
whatever race or description,
are p.iort_of a family. We would
not hOe our relatives in need,
and we should have that
family feeling as a part of the
family of God.
"The answer is more than
food: Each person should have
opportunity to develop his or
her potential for fulfillment in
life. Every person is a
somebody. Each person's
fingerprints . are . different,
which surely says that God
has identified each one as His
child and all are our brothers
and sisters...
"Community means caring
and sharing and praying
unrelentingly for each other.
It means action of voice, feet
and _hands._ And reklisation
that each day God has a job
for us to do, no matter how
retired we may be.. .The spirit
of community is the spirit of




Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hester
of Murray Route Two ao
flounce the birth of a baby boy,
Stephen Eugene, weighing
seven pounds nine ounces,
measuring 19'42 inches, born,,,
on Wednesday, Feb. 22, at 1:16
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new mother is the
'-former-Cindy Thoroton-a-1976
graduate of Calloway County
High School.
Grandparents are Radford
Hester and the Rev. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Thornton, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hester
of Benton Route Three, Mrs.
Annie Brewer of Paducah, and
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Marshall of
Murray Route Two. A
maternal great great gran-




Mrs. Gary Mardis of Dexter
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
John David Collins of














Mrs. Janet L. Johnson, Rt.
5, Murray, Mark R. Pipkins,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Patricia
J. Fogle, 7201/2 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Mary S.
Whayhe, Rt. 1, Clinton, Mrs.
Beverly K. Shelton and Baby
Boy, Rt. 7, Murray, Miss Mary
Lou Longmire, West View
Nursing Home, Murray, Bob
M. West, 309 S. 3, Murray,
David E. Downey, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Jacqueline S.
Broach, 624 Hickory, Calvert
City, Mrs. Nadine Turner, 106
N. 12, Murray, Mrs. Willie M.
Bazzell, 907 Waldrop, Murray,
Steve Dawes, Rt. 3 Si. 56,
Calvert City, Ray L Dunn,
Jr., Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Ruby L.
Nesbitt, Rt.- - , Hazel, Morris'
R. Futrell, Bx. 573, Cadiz,
Wavel R. Marine, Lynn
Grove, Mrs. Era Farmer, 509
Elm, Murray, Mrs. Maud E.
Riley, 817 Sha-Wa Circle,




_Here'..s...a...bit of history •
Welsh Rarebit is the correct
name for a cheese' dish that
was first made, it is said, by a
Welsh Chieftain. Caned-00n
to entertain a few hundred
unexpected quests, the
chieftain had his cooks sub-
stitute a cheese dish for
rabliit, the game customarily
served on such occasion.
***i**********************************
Navy
ON THE BORDER OF SPRING...
JON PETERS' BORDER PRINT COORDINATES
The very essence of Spring. . . light, colorful and enchanting! Weightless challis, a
blend of 80% polyester 20% wool, is strewn with just-bloomed Spring flowers that
concentrate for impact into a multi-floral border, or a flounced hem.
LITT













































- CARRIE JOY WELBORN is Kentucky's 1978 Princess
Soya. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Welborn
of Elkton, and a junior, journalism student at Murray
State University. Carrie was selected at a contest held
recently in Madisonville during the Kentucky Soybean
Association annual meeting. She is a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi, social sorority and Sigma Delta Chi society
of professional journalists. As Kentucky's Princess Soya
she will travel throughout the Commonwealth
-Tepresenting the Soybean Grower of-the state and
promoting Soya Products. In August she will go to





FOR FRIDAY, MARCH IT, 11,78
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
A new venture ahead? Don't
forget that the advance plan-
ning__zuxl first_.moves_are_vir-
tually important. Don't let
"tradition" keep you from
trying a new approach.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
s Be careful in handling per-
sonal affairs; there may be
some tricky areas, some kinks
to iron out before taking action.
Some conflict of interest in-
dicated.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) r1444"
Be careful how. you express
yourself. Reach conclusions in
your usual logical, orderly
er. Your decisions could
affect many; also your
exanipl.
CANC
(June 22 totily 23)
Several ideas for making
money may come to u, but be
selective. You can't the
whole bag. Choose the best, tbçn
go ahead — with enthusi
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) afg
A period for review,
reevaluation of your present
stahis. Make certain you are
quite sure of what you REALLY
want.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) 4°1'11
Pull down undesirable
barriers; recognize real ob-
stacles. With everything in
clear focus, you can plan your
strategy more effectively.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An.
You may have to accomplish
more than anticipated, but do
not let anything stymie you or
your enthusiasm. Stars are on
your side.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) inie)r•
Do not jeopardize a fine op-
portunity to stabilize your
REAL interests through in-
--difference—Win:F-0A- -by-pass
nonessentials. Have a try at an
eye-catching new method.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 16i .
Operate within the
framework of a program that
will allow for some extra
Miirray
-Ledger & Times
eublisher Walter L. Apperson
Editor R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & nines is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July 4, Christmas Day, New
Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
St-, Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 43261.
SUBSCRIPTION RAM.: In areas
served by carriers, $2.50 per month.
payable in advance. By mail in
Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
' , Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and r, Tn., $17.50 per year. By
mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
year.
Member of Associated Predb, Ken-
tucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively
entitled to republish local news'
originated by The Murray Ledger &
Virnea. wei as all other AP news.
I EPHONE NUMBERS
Business Office ........753-191*
Classified Advertising • , 753-1916
Retail Display)' Advertising 753-1119
Circulation 753-1916
News and Sports Dept  753-1916
0: Mr. L. L., now in his
late 60s, recalls that in his
younger. days few ciga-
rettes were used. Ile wants
to know when they first
became popular. Also, he
asks what is meant by
'tar in cigarettes and its
effects.
A: Cigl*tes came into
common use earlier in this
-century, especially 'after
they became packaged
mechanically and sold as
ready-rolled in packages.
Writine in "CA," pub-
lished by the American
Cancer Society. John Hol-
brook, M.D., Department
of Medicine. University of
Utah. points out that prior
to 1900 tobacco was
smoked...as cigars or, in
pipes. Tobacco was also
chewed or used as snuff.
with cigarettes not becom-
ing extensively popular un-
til the ,1930s. He mentions'
that in 1910 cigarette pro-
duction in the United
States was about four bit:
lion but climbed by 1974 to
approximately 600 billion.
According to Dr. Hol-
brook, this wide use of
cigarettes has created a
public health problem of
major proportions, largely
becauSi-of the inhaTatiohof
tobacco smoke. Many din-
ical and experiMental
studies point to a relation-
ship between ci -Warette
smoking and premature
death and disability, espe-
cially from emphysema,
lung_ cancer, high blood
pressure and heart dis-
ease, as well as cancers in
the other parts of the body.
'In spite of these efforts
to discourage smoking, per
capita consumption of cig-
arettes in the United States
remains high (exceeding
4,100 cigarettes per year
for those over 18 years of
age), and young women
are taking up cigarette
smoking in increasing ,
numbers.'
The chemicals that pro-
duce cancer are known as
carcinogens and are found
in tobacco. 'Tar is a term
which refers to particular
matter in cigarette smoke
after the removal of nico-
tjte and moisture. In ex-
rimental animals, to-
bacco "tar" induces can-
cers when applied directly
to tissue.. It also increases
the incidence of lung can-
cers in dogs when they are
trained to inhale cigarette
smoke.
• The- exposure- to the
amounts of tar has been
rcriuced by using mixtures
that contain less tar and
filters on cigarettes,
though a reduced amount
of tar products and nico-
tine are present even in
these modified cigarettes.
The use of filters slows the
burning and lessens the
available 'Zntygen, causing
the production in the
srneke--1j1 more carbon
monoxide. It is a gas that
combines with the hemo-
globin of the blood and
impairs the ability to carry
oxygen to the tissues of the
body.
To give a measure of the
effects of smoking, Dr.
Holbrook states, In order
to emphasize the risk to the
Instividual cigarette
smoker, Hammond calcu-
lated the amount by which
a cigarette smoker's life is
shortened at various ages
according to the plumber of
cigarettes he sthokes. For
example, according to this
estimate, an average 30-
year-old male who smokes
15 cigarettes per day may
expect to lose about five
and one-half years of life.'





sound somewhat difficult, but it
will be essential.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Apply the brakes if you sense
that you are overreaching,
overshooting the mart., Iiign't
try to follow a set pattern it - all
times:, New trends aften call for
readjustments. 
AQUARIUS 74
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
If you have a problem to
solve, wait until early afternoon
when influences will be more
propitious than in the a.m. It
may be better for you to modify
your attitudes and demands.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) "
Opponents to your policy may
have a point or two. Try for
clarification. Some differences
can be avoided.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and have a
highly creative bent; are
idealistic, imaginative and
romantically ardent. You have
a keenly discerning mind, a
remarkable memory and strong
intuitive powers. You often
have doubts about your
abilities, however, which keeps
you from using your initiative
as you should. Put aside such
fears and go on to the fine
achievement which CAN be
yours. And DO try to curb your
hypersensitivity. Birthdate of:
Nat King Cole, singer; Rudolf
Nureyev, ballet star; Mercedes
McCambridge, actress.
On March 12, 1966, President
Sukarno of Indonesia turned
over his power to anti-Commu-















Reg. 1.25, Now 1.00
Reg. 2.00, Now 1.70
Reg. 2.50, Now 2.00
Reg. 3.00, Now 2.40
Reg. 5.00, Now 4.25
Reg. 5.95, Now 4!95
SIRMEITS
























GreetSprlifg In a lightiveightay;
er of fashion and comfort. Our
snappy new toppers are the perfect
weight for cool days and breezy
nights. Browse through the large
selection of pantcoat and dress
length coats in single or double
breasted, wrap or belted in the
most beautiful colors to be
found Junior and missY sizes
priced at 52.00 to 78.00 at
Bright's on the Court Square.
SHOP FRIDAYS




Any regular priced GREEN
merchandise.. Friday only!
0/ OFFSAVE 200 Any GREEN item!
This includes merchandise





















What you want now is shoe
Selby. It's savvy
because the ook classic a-line
silhouetteand the is so fuxe. It's.
an intrucately woven design of dark and light
tones that blend together beautifully. Black
patent or beige calf with woven straw trim at 37.00
•
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Dr. Broeringrneyer Completes Course
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer of
Murray received her cer-
tificate in Metabolic Nutrition
and, is now numbered amoag
the -New Breed of Doctor."
Members across the country
attended classes in St. Louis,







The coupe was a continuing
rl four months Program on the
principles and practice of
metabolic nutrition and the




At last, boys are
dressing up. And
Buster Brown hos
the answer to keep
your boy
ilooking neat,















TV* C OM MUNI TY**
CALENDAR
Thursday, March 16
Baptist Young Women of
First Chiirck will-meet with
Mrs. David Smith at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:36
p.m. with Vicki R. Kloke as
special speaker.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at the lodge
hall at eight p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at the Hazel Center.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
of the Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at the lodge hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 17
Golden Age Club will have-a
St. Patrick's Day party at the
Ellis Center at 6:30 p.m.
Norinne Winter will lead a
sing-along at the Douglas
Center for the meals Program
at twelve noon.
..TWiiL J.Lakers Good__ Sam
Camping Club will have a
dinner meeting at Big Joe's
Barbecue, Highway 121 North,
at seven p.m. with Fred and
Martha Butterworth and Dock
and Larue Wallace aE
wagonmasters. Each person
will order from the menu.
Friday, March 17
A diabetes screening clinic
will be held at the Calloway
County Health Department.
Saturday, March 18
Chili supper will be served
from six to eight p.m. by the
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship at the South
Pleasant Grove Church with
the cost being $1.50 for adults
and $1.00 for children for chili,
pie, and drink.
Hawaiian Luau Held By
Saturday, March 18
Car wash will be held by the
Choirs of the Calloway County
High School at the Standard
Station on Highway 121
Bypass from eight a.m. to five
p.m. Tickets are three dollars
for interior. and .extbrior and
two dollars for exterior only.
, 
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Chapter M of the P.E.O. will
have a business meeting and
an anniversary luncheon at
twelve noon at the home of
Mrs. John Quertermous.
Open horse show, sponsored
by Hardin and South Marshall
Riding Clubs, will be held at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. For
information call Gary Fulton,
437-4408.
Horse and mule pull will
begin at five p.m. in the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. For in-
formation call Ed Maddox,
763-2886.
Country Music Show will be
held at seven p.m. at the East
Elementary School. Chili will
be served from 5:30 to seven
prior fo-the supper by the
East PTC.
Sunday, March 19
District I of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs
will meet at the community
room of the Peoples Bank of
Murray at two p.m. with the
Murray club as hostess.
OVERWRICIIT RISK
Being overweight is a risk.
Here's what overweight can
do to you: It may injure your
arteries and your heart. Being
too heavy increases your risk
if you need surgery. It slows
you up and this in itself causes
you to burn fewer calories.
Being overwieght may
overburden your joints and
invite arthritis.
Xi Alpha Delta Grup
The Xi Alpha Delta chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met
Thursday March 9, at the Ellis
Center.
Instead of a regular
meeting, the Chapter erkjoyed
a Hawaiian Luau. Hawaiian
music and food were in
abundance and an extra




games directed by Louis Ruiz.
Wanda Morris attended the
luau as the chapter's guest.
Members attending were
Debbie Brandon, Ha Brown,
-Rheanetta Coleman, Rowena
Emerson, Brenda Estes,
Joyce Gibson, Mary Graves,
Linda Hodge, Vickey Holton,
Beth Lasater, Debbie Lyons,
Shirley Martin, Lois Ruiz,
Joyce Thomas, Barbara
Williams, and Glenda Wilson.
Employ Older Worker Week
Being Observed By State
FRANKFORT1 KY. —
National Employ the Older
Worker Week is being ob-
served March 12-18. Julie M.
Hulett, the state's older
worker representative in the
Kentucky Department • for
Human Resources, says the
media campaign in Kentucky
and throughout the nation will
emphasize that "America is




the 7t million people 40. years..
of age or older in this country -
are out of work and cannot
find a job. One major cause of
this is prejudice against older
workers, according to Ms.
Hulett.
In newspaper, radio and TV
releases, human resources'
Bureau for Manpower Ser-
vices will be trying to counter
some of this prejudice with the
folio*ing facts. _ &Welles. silo* 
that functional ability is the
true measure of a person's
working capacity; middle-
aged and older workers have
less absenteeism, less job-
'telated accidents, and less
turnover than younger
workers. Employers are being
told they will have significant
_savings by hiring older person'
because of these advantages.
The circulars and releases
being distributed make it
clear that this campaign is not
intended to take away from
any other employable or
underemployed group, but is
directed toward making the
public re-examine its attitudes
toward older workers, Ms.
Hulett said.
WILSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Randell
Wilson of Wingo are the
parents of a baby girl, Marcie
Kathryn, born on Sunday,
March 12, at the Murray-
CalloWay County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Wilson 'and Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Clapp, all of
Wingo.
WOFFORD BOY
Nicklaps Allen is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Rickle
Wofford of Route Five, Paris,
Tn., for their baby boy,
weighing eight pounds 4'4
ounces, born on Thursday,
March 2, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Frazier Wofford of
Dover, Tn., and Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Sadler of Como, Tn.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Mary Majors is a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, where she un-
derwent surgery.
Antique Show & Sale
Scheduled At Church
An Antique Show and Sale,
sponsored ,by the United
Methodist Women of the First
panted Methodist Church of
Mayfield, will be held at the
Mayfield Church on Friday
and Saturday, March 17 and





Ind., Gallatin, In., and South
Fulton, Tn., will be present. A
donation of $1.50 will be taken
and the public is invited,
according to Mrs. G. E.
Pickens of the United
Methodist Women.
IMPROVE SNACKS
Achlits, too, could improve
their snacks. The typical
morning coffee break is a case
initoint. And for some people,
it's not just a break, but their
breakfast and a poor one at
that. Coffee break snacks
would be improved if they
included items such as cheese
wedge, oranges, fruit juices, •
milk, cottage cheese with
fruit, or ready-to-eat cereals.
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SuAtimetsw & qt. DAitabv
A rainbow of styles and colors are
our Jr. fun in the sun dresses.
Reg. to 2999 13 99 99Reg. 1999-2999 15
• II•hr's Ch•r•• • BankArro•ric•rd • M•st.pr Cheryl*






DAaSeill Shia& Bata Paintli
Picture perfect for,
Easter.
Reg. 3299-4899 1 999
•
Pretty polyester colors
• Shirts-Reg. 1599 799
• Pants-Reg. 1999 999
3 Pc . ramnitid
Misses & half sizes.-
Jackets, skirts & pants.





CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER — MURRAY, KY.



































Baby Boy- Hopkins (Susan),
Rt. 1, Almo, Baby Boy Wolford
(Teresa), Rt. 5, Paris, Tn.,
Baby Boy Crass (Carolyn),
Gen. Del., Kirksey.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dana G. Crouch, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Ladonna K.
Cloud, CR 31-A, New Concord,
Mrs. Lilly M. Sheppard and.
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Dexter, Joe
D. West, N. 18th., Murray,
Mrs. Lugeana Wilson, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley A.
Smith, 820 So. 9th., Murray,
Mrs. Molodee A. Fish, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville, Larry Parrish,
Rt. 8, Murray, Donnie J.
Mathis, P.O. Box 1077, Paris,
Tn., Thomas A. Barnett, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Louise Downs,
311 No. 7th., Murray, Miss
Lisa M. Robertson, U. S. 641
North, Paris, Mrs. Marie P.
Cavitt, 100 Spruce, Murray,
Mrs. Patricia A. Harris, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Peggy
Daughaday and Baby Girl, P.
0. Box 382, Mayfield, John L.
Williams, 1714 Keenland,
Murray, Goldie J. Morris, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Beckham
Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter, Billy J.
Schrader, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Frances E. Beach, 405 Elm,
Mtirray.
The first American husband
and wife team to win the
Nobel Prize was Dr. Carl
Ferdinand Cori and his
wife Dr. .Gert Theresa
Cori - in 1947 for work in
the field )(if medicine.
- TAI61.-
By Abigail Van Buren
Must He Call Wife
If He'll Be Late?
DEAR ABBY: -My wife and I have been married for 15
years and have three children. I'm under a lot of pressure
at work, and when I'm finished (at 3:30 p.m.), I sometimes
go to a bar to unwind and talk with friends. I. get home
anywhere between 8 and ID p.m. (Only occasionally do I
stay until the bar closes at 1 a.m.I
Sometimes after work I stop and visit my. mother, which
ties me up until 9 or 10 p.m.
My wife always has dinner on the table at 6 p.m.. and
more often than not, I'm there. I can't understand why she
insists that I should call her -after work to let her know
where I am and whether I'm coming right home or not.
She doesn't object to my having a few drinks; she knows
I'm not seeing other women, and she certainly can't object
to my seeing my mother. Nevertheless, she gets mad and
says she has a right to know as soon as possible which
nights Ill be home later than ukial.
How can I get her to grow uf:i and realize that mature
adults do not need to check in like children?
NAGGED TO DEATH
DEAR NAGGED: Why don't YOU grow up and behave
like a responsible adult? Your, wife has a right to know
which nights you're going to be late, and if so, how late.
Few things are as unsettling to a wife as waiting
indefinitely for her husband to show up for dinner. So
when you know you're going to be late, give her a call.
-- -
DEAR ABBY: At the e of 51, my husband sent a
dollar for your booklet "How To Be Popular," and he's been
swinging ever. since. _
Up urftirthen he WS7 a vei- userved Person. But. lately
he's been trying to make Icelf more "charminr' and
develop the art of being a good conversationalist, and he
seems to be succeeding.
Now I've got to know how to cope with a swinging
husband. If you have a booklet on that. I'd like to have one.
If you don't, please write one and I'll be your first
customer.
REJECTED IN IOWA
DEAR REJECTED: I don't have a booklet on that
,subject, but you've given me an idea.
DEAR ABBY: While in Munich. Germany, recently, I
was shown through a brewery, and I noticed that the
English-speaking tour guide carefully enunciated "you
know" after each sentence.
After the tour, I asked her if she bad been instructed to
say "you know" so fregiently.
She replied, "No, but I have heard you Americans speak,
and that's the one thing I noticed you say very -often."





C•fly of llio Murray taiga
Tinos by 5:30 p.a. WO*.
Friday or by 3:30 p. a. la Sala-
days or. urged to ail 753.1414
between 5:30 p. a. made p.a.,
Itiogigy-friggy, or 3:30 p.a.
mg 4 p. a. Saardays, to boars
doltory of ?be aowspapor. Calls
must be alma bye pan. wag-
&Els or 4 p.m. Sotordays t.
vagrant*. Valve%
DEAR DELORES: Yes, I know. And until it was called
to my attention. I was not aware of how often I used that
superfluous little filler.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send Si and a long, stamped 129 centsl self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
March Vows Planned
Cheryl HOLap p/u I sicker
Mr. and Mrs. Burlon Holsapple of Hazel announce the ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter, Cheryl Holsapple
- Tucker, to Thomas Raphael-Jones III, son of Raphael Jones of
Murray and the late Mrs. Molly Jones of Murray.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Wilson of Hazel and,the late Mr. and Mrs. Wilhianvidson
Holsapple Of Murray. She attended Calloway County High
School.
The groom-elect, a graduate of Murray High School, now
operates his own clean up shop on Glendale Road, Murray. He
is the grandson of Mrs. Jewel Abernathy of Adamsville, Tn.,
Mrs. Bertha Jones of the Puryear Nursing Home, and the late
T. Rafe Jones of Murray. •
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, March 24, at
seven p.m. at the First Presbyterian Church, Murray, with a
/reception to follow in the social room of the church. Only out of
town invitations will be sent, and all relatives and friends are
invited to attend.
Betty Purcell Honored At
Party By Dorothy Group
Mrs. Betty Purcell was
special guest at the meeting of
the Dorothy Group of the First
Baptist Church Women held
on Taxday, March 7, at 10:30
a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Durwood Beatty.
The honor guest, a patient at
the Westview Nursing Home,
who was celebrating her
birthday, was presented with
a gift from the group. The
_Nappy Birthday To Yoe!!! Nappy Birthday To You!!! Nappy Birthday To You!!! Nappy Birthday To You!!!•
Grace's
Thom McAn is having it's
1st Birthday! Come On In
And Celebrate With Us









Basket To Be Given Away!
Olympic Plaza
2Happy Birthday To You!!! Nappy Birthday To You!!! Happy Birthday To You!!!
sge:4641/ 9es4
'qna4-44'
IV ANN- Cl ALISEN
When youngsters come
bounding home from school,
are chere- nourishing snacks
available? They'd better be if
you want to set a good pat-
tetn for between-meal breaks.
After all, the habits could
last a lifetime.
Shiny apples, grapes, home--
mane cookies and chilled
mugs of milk. Wouldn't that
appeal to a hungry youngster?
If you want to add a bit of
sophistication to the picture,
why nOrminiature kabobs of'
apple squares' threaded with
cubes of Cheddar and Swiss
cheese and grapes?
Kabobs might also be
made of those leftover sliced
wieners alternated with cheese
cubes, cherry tomatoes and
cucumber chunks. Or, make a
cheese spread soft enough for
dunking celery and carrot
sticks. The same spread can
also be used on crackers or
sandwiches.
With the new, fast 'burger
makers in many homes, they
can make a grilled cheese in
just moments. If that's not
available, a heavy skillet can
do the job. Spreading the
sandwich on the outside with
butter helps to brown it
attractively and makes it taste
better.
Furnishing shakers, jars or
blenders makes fun out of
"nutritious shakes made with
icy cold milk, fruit-flavored
powdered soft drink mixes
and even a scoop of ice cream
.-for -epeeist treats.
hostess presented a birthday
cake with candles in honor of
Mrs. Purcell . which was
served along- with coffee,
mints, and nuts by Mrs.
Beatty.
Mrs. -George Gray




were Mrs. George Oakley,
Mrs. Eugene Tarry, Mrs. G.
M. Knight, Mrs. Hugh Noff-
singer, Mrs. Brent Outland,
Mrs. Homer Miller, Mrs.
Crawford Ray, Mrs. George
Shoemaker, Mrs. Hillard
Rogers, Mrs. Theron Riley,
and Mrs. John McKinney.
SATURDAY REFRESHER
Avocado Dip Corn Chips.
Mexican Cookies Coffee
AVOCADO DIP
Classic recipe for the Mexi-
can Guacamole.
Medium-size ripe avocado
1 tablespoon lemon_ juice
1 tablespoon minced onion
1 teaspoon salt
Just before serving, halve
avocado, remove seed, strip off
skin and mash — there should
be about 1 cup. Mix in remain-
ing ingredients. Serve at once
with corn chips (4 ounces will






Easter Egg Contest from Vomit 18 through March 22.
Bring your decorated Easter Eggs. to...
The Blackford House
Before 50 p. m. March 22
First, Siplond and Third prizes will be given for the best
docorotad egg. The eggs will be put on display in the 'shop
and Judged by 0 selected committee at 6 00 p m on Wed-
nesday, March 22 and prizes will be °warded at Shot time -
lit prize - unfinished wood porch rocker (valued at 522 50)
2nd prize unfinished wood swing rocker (valued at $14 501.
3rd prize. anfinished 30- wood bar stool (valued at $IO 25)
You MUST Be
Present To Win!
Th. decorated eggs will be used (unless yc(u want them
bock) for a very special Easter Egg hunt for some Zatry special
children








Skirt & Shawl Sets Now Only $500
Originally $18.00 to $22.00





Originally to $10.00 8 $11.00
Blouses































E. Main, Downtown Shopping Center
Where You Will Always
Find Quality Merchandise
at o Reasonable Price























By The Associated Press
Wednesday's Games
• Chicago (A ) 13,
Philadelphia 5 •
. Houston 3,.Cincinnati
Detroit 6, Pittsburgh 5
Minnesota 6, New York ( A )
, Texas 10, Atlanta 3
, New York I N) 3, Toronto 2,
12 innings
, Los Angeles 8, BbItimore 4
t*** Boston 8, Montreal 3
n Francisco 3 rOak land 1
Chicago ( NI 8, San Diego 2
California 6. Milwaukee 1
7,.; Cleveland 5, Seattle 1
• Thursday's Games




Boston vs. Houston a
Cocoa, Fla.




New York !A ) vs. Chicago
(A) at Sarasota. Ha.
Detroit vs. St. Louis at St.
Petersburg, Ha.
--'- Baltimore vs. Atlanta a
West Palm Beach, Ha.
San Diego vs.' Oakland at
Mesa,,Ariz.
Milwaukee vs. San Fran-
cisco at Phoenix
: California vs. Seattle at
- yenve., Ariz—
RACER ASSISTANT - John Sullivan has been around suc-
cessful football all of his life and expects things to be the
some at Murray State. Sullivan, one of five assistants hired by
MSU coach Mike Gottfried, played three years at Alabama.
OW Photos by Mir imam)
Hall Not Overlooking
Upstart Miami Of Ohio
: By ANDY LIPPMAN
Associated Press Writer
DAYTON, Ohio AP -
Kentucky may be No. 1 in the
country, but Coach Joe Hall is
still worried about what's
;going to happen when his team




: "The situation is we've got
:to play harder than we have
:been playing," Hall said. "I
don't think we're near our
peak. I hate to think that we're
going into the tournament
flattening out." •
Hall was critical of some of
his seniors after Saturday's
.85-76 victory over Florida
State in the first round of the
NCAA basketball tournament.
"We've got, four seniors,"
4-lall said. "Basically, they're
:the ones who should be giving
s the leadership and they're
pot."
Kentucky, 26-2, will be
'facing an unpredictable
Miami -team. The unranked
ftedskins, 19-8, last Saturday
knocked off defending
champion Marquette to get
this far.
Michigan State, 24-4, plays
Western Kentucky in the other
game tonight and the winners
will meet here Saturday af-
ternoon.
. Miami never won beyond
the first round in any NCAA
tournament while the Wild-
cats have a -tradition filled
With NCAA success. But it
bast stilled Hall's fears.
: "Evidentally, they're better
-Than Marquette and that
concerns me," Hall said.
Miami is confident.
"The Marquette victory
shows our kids -what they can
do," Miami Coach Darrell
Hedric-said. "We've prepared
for them the way we did for
Marquette. They're an
outstanding team with great
depth and quickness."
The Redskins know they will.
not be able to use the element
of surprise this time around.
"Marquette was looking
past us and we caught 'em,"
said senior Randy Ayers. "We
won't - be able to do that
against Kentucky."
Western Kentucky has a 16-
13 record this season and a
coach who announced at
midseason that he was
leaving.
"Strangely enough, I think
that worked in my favor. We
came on strong late in the
season to win our conference
when just one game would
have knocked us out. We won
our last foii in a row," said
Jim Richards.
,"I think maybe the kids are
trying to win a few for the old
coach."
If the Hilltoppers are going
to stop Michigan State, they
are going to have to come up
with a way to slow down the
Spartans' two forwards.
Earvin ( Magic) Johnson
has put on one of the most
spectacular freshman shows
this season, averaging 17.6
points and eight rebounds a
game, while Gregory Keiser
has a 17.5 scoring average
while pulling down 8.9
rebounds per game.
Michigan State Coach Judd
Heathcote, though, is worried.
"Any -teem -that- -that- -gets
this far can beat you - that
was graphically illustrated for
us," Heathcote said of
Miami's .upset of Marquette.
"I still say when you get to the
tournament there aren't many




Italy ( API - Italy's Paliniro




Saronni retained the overall
lead with just one more day to
go.
Masciarelli was clocked in 4
hours, 53 minutes, 23 seconds
over the 193-ki1ometer-Tong
hilly stage from Corropoli to
Civitanova, finishing ahead of
a pack including Saronni and
Knut Knudsen of Norway.
The tour ends Thursday
with a 73-kilometer leg in the
morning and an event against
the clock in the afternoon.
Win Titles
DUISBURG, West Germany
AP ) - Hungary swept both
the men's and the women's
title at the llth European
Table Tennis Championships
Wednesday, night despite yet
another super performance
by England's top star
Desmond Douglas.
Douglas remained the only
unbeaten player in the team
competition and is rated the
hottest favorite for the in-
dividual title being decided
over the weekend.
Hungary defeated Eng
in the men's finals 5-3 and
Czechoslovakia in the
women's finals 3-0.
TODAYS' YOUR LUCKY DAY
Find Your Pot Of Gold
At Murray Ford Tractor With These Savings.













John Sullivan: He's Kept
EDITOR'S NOTE - Sprtag
football practice at Murray
State is just two weeks away
and during the next two
weeks, we'll be reaming • a
feature story oa each of the
five assistant coaches.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Where would you expect to
flad,aguy who played with the
likes of Steve Sloan, Joe
Namath and Ken, Stabler?
You'd probably never guess
he'd be at Murray State
University.
But that's where John
Sullivan is today.
Sullivan, a 33-year-old
Nashville native, is one of the
five assistant coaches hired by
MSU grid coach Mike Gott-
fried.
Sullivan entered the
University of Alabama in the
fall of 1963 and after 'being
redshirted for a year, became
a starter over the next three
seasons.
As a soplibmore, SulliViiii
started at a middle guard and
the quarterback for the
Crimson Tide that year was
Joe Willie Namath. As a
junior, Sullivan played middle
guard and linebacker and
the quarterback of the team
was Sieve Sloan. His senior
year, he played middle guard
and the quarterback was
Kenny "The Snake" Stabler.
-Unless you are a hermit who
just happened into town, we
need not tell you that John
Sullivan has kept some mighty
fine company. And you're
often known by the company
you keep.
In 1964, Alabama was the
national champions in the AP
poll but lost to Texas in the
Orange Bowl. The following
year, they were again named
as national champs and won
39-28 in the Orange Bowl over
Nebraska. The next season,
Sullivan's senior year,
Alabama finished 11-0 in the
regular season and won 34-7
over Nebraska in the Sugar
Bowl. The Tide finished third
in the poll.
"Namath would have
probably set a lot ninre SEC
records if not for injuries.
Sloan wasn't flashy but he was
a winner and I'd have to say
Stabler TA one of the bed
lefthanded quarterbacks to
ever come out of college ball,"
Sullivan said, in looking back
on his playing days under Paul
"Bear" Bryant.
"Of course people in Murray
will remember Steve Doran
(MURRAY LEILER JP TIMES)
PORTS
Longhorns Romp To Win
Over Nebraska In NIT
AUSTIN, Texas I AP) -
While Nebraska was needling
Abe Lemons all week, he was
badgering the worst offensive
plaYer in his lineup into his
best game of the season.
Senior Gary Goodner, a 6-
foot-7 center most noted for
fouling out early, hit six of
eight field goal attempts,
made four of five free throws
and collected seven rebounds
Wednesday night to ignite




"I had been badgering
Goodner all week," said
Lemons, whose sharp tongue
so infuriated a Nebraska
regent that he wanted all
athletic ties with Texas
severed. "This had to be his
best game of the year. You
can see what a pivot man can
do for you."
Texas sailed into the
semifinals against Rutgers
this Sunday night in Madison
Square Garden in New York
land City.other- -semifinal_
game will pair Georgetown
against North Carolina State.
The Longhorns; 24-5, moved
into the semis with the
NIT
greateti,„pf ease, hitting a
sizzlinr 61 percent from the
field Wednesday night.
"They (Texas ) just keep
giving you a reprieve,- said
Lemons. "Just about the time
you think you are going and
are gasping for the lung
machine, sombody plugs it
back in."
Lkmons had held firm in a
debate with Nebraska, over
who would have the
homecourt advantage after
both teams won first-round
games. At one point,
Nebraska Coach Joe Cipriano
even called Lemons "a loud
mouth."
But all was forgiven by
game time. The public ad-
dress announcer even
exhorted the 13,000 fans to
give NebraSka a rouSing
round of applause when the
Cornhuskers were introduced.
Jim Krivacs scored 18
points, John Moore added 13,
and Ron Baxter had 10 points
and 13 rebounds as the Cor-
nhuskers, Big Eight runnerup,
finished the year 22-8.
Carl McPipe, with 16 points,
and reserve Andre Smith, with
14, paced Nebraska, which
shot only 34 percent from the
field.
Meanwhile, Georgetown,
North Carolina State and
Rutgers took care of their NIT
business Tuesday night to
advance to the final four of
this venerable tournament.
The 'Hoyas defeated Dayton
71-62, the Wolfpack whipped
Detroit 84-77 and the Scarlet
Knights topped Indiana State
57-56.
San Francisco Gets
Vida Blue From A's
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) -
The Oakland A's have traded
pitcher Vida Blue to the San
Francisco Giants for seven
players and an undisclosed
amount of cash, the teams
announced early today.
The Giants gave up out-
fielder Gary Thomasson,
pitchers Dave Heaverlo, Alan
Wirth and John Johnson,
catcher Gary Alexander,
mor league pitcher Phillip
Huffman and a player to be
named later.
The deal was consummated
at about 11:55 p.m. PST
Wednesday,' just before the
end of the March 15 inter-
league trading deadline and
announced at an early mor-
ning press conference.
Blue finally leaves Oakland
after two attempts by A's
owner Charlie Finley to deal
him away him were voided by
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn.
In 976 Kuhn stopped Finley
from selling Blue to the New
York Yankees and recently
the commissioner blocked a
move that would have sent
Blue to the Cincinnati Reds.
„ Blue, a 28-year-old left-
hander, has a lifetime 124-86
record and a 2.94 earned run
average.
(former Murray star grid-
der). When I was a senior, he
was my freshman. Each of the
seniorshad a freshman player
or two we harassed and kind
of took care of.
"I almost went,to Kentucky
instead of Alabama. I'd
narrowed it down between the
two schools and through .the
aid of my high school coach
and some hard thinking; I
decided to go to Alabama. The
experience of playing at
Alabama and the association
with the coaches and players
is something money can't buy.
"Everyone recognizes
Bryant as the man who made
Alabama but he had some fine
assistants too. I was more in
touch with Dude Hennessy
(Paris, Ky., native) more than
anyone else on the staff. He'd
played at Kentucky under
Bryant.
-When Islas finishediviih my
playing career at Alabama, I
stayed on as student assistant
then graduated in May of 1968
-and went to Louisville- Trinity
to work under Jim Kennedy,
who was my coach at West
High in Nashville," Sullivan
added.
Sullivan remained at Trinity
for six years and while there,
was a part of one of the most '
successful high school
programs in the southland.
Trinity won state titles in 1968,
'72 and '73 and finished as the
runnerup in 1970.
In '74, Sullivan left and went
to Larue County High School
where in three years, his
teams were 21-11. He then
landed an assistant coaching
job' at Jacksonville State
University (Alabama) and
remained there until last
December when he met with
Gottfried.
At Jacksonville, Sullivan
worked with the defensive
ends and linebackers.
Jacksonville went on to the
Division Two playoffs and
finkshetit- asl runnerup to
Lehigh.
"My wife and I came back
up to Louisville at Christmas
and we found out about the
opening at Murray State. I
went and 'talked to Mike
(Gottfried) then came back
and talked to my wife. She
wanted to get back closer to
Louisville and I wanted . back
in Kentucky. I felt like it would
be a good move because I'd be
given more responsibility
here.
"I'd heard a lot of good
things about Murray and after
seeing the campus and the
facility and after spending
three hours with Mike, that
decided it. I wanted to be part
of a winning prografn and
around good people.
"The job was offered to me
in January and I accepted it.
After all the snow, it was
around the last of January
before I finally got here. It's a
heck of a challenge to Mike
and the rest of the staff. But
with the group we have back
and the kids we signed, we feel
like we have some potential.
But it's going to take some
time.
"The kids are doing a fine
job with the off-season
program and they've accepted
what we've put in fromt of
them. The credit belong to
them. Things are looking up
now but after spring practice,
we'll have a better idea.
"We'll look different
defensively than Murray has
looked. We'll go with the 50-
defense instead of the 4-3
Our philosophy is sound and
simple. We'll have a basic
defense and work like crazy on
stance, allignment and
tackling people.
"We're not going to try and
add a lot of things during
spring practice. We're sold on
our defense and now it's a
point of selling our players.
We hope to get to the point
where we're like a rubber
band, we'll bend a little but not
break.
"If we can put the ball on the
20-yard line, then we'll be in
good shape. There's a lot of
things that can happen in 80
yards...a lot of offensive
mistakes can be made. But the
one thing we really want to do'
is to take away the big plays,"
Sullivan added.
Sullivan and his wife,
Jeanette, have been married
for six years. They have two
daughters, 20-month-old
Margaret Ann and Alicia
Brooke, who is seven months
old. '
"We're excited • about
coming to Murray. The people
in the community have really
been nice to me and! feel my
family will be accepted in the
same way.
"I think 'Murray is a groat
place to raise two daughters.
"In dealing with next
year, it's going to take a little
time to get in the position we
want. We'll make no promises
to anyone. But our players will
be in good physical shape and
will take pride in being a
Murray Racer.
"And when they walk off the
field, they'll hold their heads
high, win or lose, knowing
they laid it all on the line when
they were out there," Sullivan
added.
POOL MANAGER
Murray-Calloway County Parks Department
will be' accepting applications for Pool Manager.
Deadline is March 28. Applications may be ob-




'78 DODGE ASPEN COUPE.
Thars what folks are Saying ttvese
days Because more and more people
are discovering what Dodge has to
offer Like Aspen. the biggest Sales
success story in Dodge's history.
And no wonder' Aspen has been
'styled sized, and priced right
Aspen gels the right kind of mileage '
too EPA mileage estimates for Aspen
coupe with six-cylinder engine and
manual transmission are 28 mpg high-
way and 20 mpg city. Your actual
mileage may vary according to
your car's condition, its equip-
ment, and your driving habits. a—
or thing a'1476 Aspen
coupe offers greater resale value than
Chevy Nova. Buick Skylark, or Olds
Omega. This comparison is based on
—average resale values of comparably
equipped one-year-old vehicles as
listed in the  AMR Guide Book dated
October 5, 1977.
So if you're looking for a comfort-
able, roomy. nod-tooking: !smooth-
riding car. look7nto a new Aspen '
coupe, sedan, or wagon today.
In no time at all: you'll be saying
. "That's my Dodge,-
-
Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore, Murray, 753-0632
Shift Into High qraharn & Jackson
In 5 Speeds FOR THE PARTICULAR MANDowntown Murray 753-3234
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versatile front court star,
today was named The
Associated Press
Southeastern Conference
basketball Player of the Year.
Ron Greene', who lifted
Mississippi State to a second-
place SEC finish, was named
the Coach of the Year.
King, a 6-foot-6 junior from
Birmingham, was the only
unanimous selection on The
AP's All-SEC team for 1978,
announced Wedriesdaynight.
Others named to the all-
conference team were Mike
Mitchell of Auburn, Durand
Macklin of Louisiana State
and a trio of players from
league champion Kentucky —
Kyle Macy, Jack Givens and
Rick Robey.
The battle for the Player of
the Year honor provided
support for four players, with
King getting half of the eight
votes. Robey claimed two
votes and one each went to
Mitchell and Givens.
Greene, in his first year at
Mississippi State, was a solid
winner in the coaching ballots
after lifting MSU from a sixth-
place finish to the No. 2 spot in
the league. }le received six
votes and one each went to Joe
Hall, directing Kentucky to its
31st SEC title, and Dale
Brown, who guided ISU to a
third place finish.
"You have to be happy for
Reggie because of the type
person he is as well as the type
basketball player he is," said
Coach C. M. Newton of
Alabama. "As far as I'm
concerned, one of the nicest
things about it is that he has a
chance to repeat next year.
"From a won-lost stand-
point this season, we were not
as successful as we have been.
However, I thought it was a
successful year because this
basketball team plazed as
close to its potential as any
team I've ever been
associated with and the
primary reason for that was
the leadership and perfor-
mance that Reggie gave us,"
Newton said.
1
King was third in the con-
ference in scoring with a 21.1
average and led in rebounding _
with a-I3-.3 mark.
Mitchell led all scorers with
a 24.9 average and also
averaged 8.9 rebounds per
game. Macklin, a sophomore,
scored 19 per game, was
second in rebounding with a •
10.6 average and ranked
second in field goal percen-
tage at .620.
Robey had a 62.5 percent
field goal average, scored 14.8
points per game and averaged
8.4 rebounds pr game.
Givens averaged 17.7 points
and Macy 13. Macy was
second in the league in assists
with 5.8 per outing :and was
fourth nationally and first in
the SEC in free throw per-
centage with .907.
Named to the second team
all-conference unit were
Reggie Johnson of Tennessee,
Stan Pietkiewicz of Auburn,
Walter Daniels of Georgia and
Ray White and Wiley Peck,
both of Mississippi State.
The third team consisted 'of
James Lee of Kentucky, Ricky
Brown of Mississippi State,
Be an ,earlybird
and find beautiful buys...
here! We've all the latest and
softest dresses at unbelievable
values ... blousons, %raw, tents
*the prettiest Spring shades
LONE OAK PLAZA
MON. THRU FRL 9:30 AM-8 PM.
STORE SATURDAY 9 A.M.-5 PM.
HOURS SUNDAY 1-5 P.M.
HWY. 45 SOUTH — LONE OAK, KY.
Anthony Murray of Alabama
and freshmen Mike Rhodes of
Vanderbilt and DeWayne
Scales of ISU.
ATLANTA (AP) — Here is
The Associated Press All-
Southeastern Conference*
basketball team for 1978:
- First Team _
Reginald King, Alabama, 6-
6, 230, junior, Birmingham,
Ala. '
Mike Mitchell, Auburn, 6-8,
215, senior, Atlanta, Ga.
Kyle Macy, Kentucky, 6-3,
180, sophomore, Peru, Ind.
Jack Givens, Kentucky, 6-4,
.205, senior, Lexington, Ky.
Rick Robey, Kentucky,-6.10,
235, senior, New Orleans, La.
Durand Macklin, Louisiana




6-9, 205, sophomore, Ellen-
wood, Ga.
Stan Pietkiewicz, Auburn, 6-
5, 200, senior, Winter Park,
Fla.
Ray White, Mississippi
State, 6-5, 190, junior„ Gulf-
port, Miss.
Walter Daniels, Georgia, 6-
2, 175, junior, Macon, Ga.
Wiley Peck, Mississippi
State, 6-7, 220, junior, Mon-
tgomery, Ala.
Third Team
James Lee, Kentucky, 6-
5,1230, senior, Lexington, Ky.
Ricky Brown, Mississippi
State, 6-10, 215, sophomore,
Canton, Miss.
Anthony Murray, Alabama,
6-2, 180, senior, Birmingham,
Ala.
Mike Rhodes, Vanderbilt, 6-
4, 174, freshman, Linden,
Tenn.
DeWayne Scales, Louisiana
State, 6-7, 205, freshman,
Dallas, Tex.
it—
Greene Coach Of Year
In SEC B B1• Mar in
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
"This is the greatest moment
of my life," said a
Shannon Cooper, the unieIy
heroine in Ashland's 4149
overtime victory over
previously unbeaten, Fort




found herself with the ball
near the Kittens' foul line with
just two seconds remaining
Wednesday night. She forced
the shot over a pair of Eagle
defenders, watched it roll in
and jumped into her team-
mates arms.
It wasn't exactly as Coach
Linda Meyers drew it on the
chalkboard, but it sent the





Hopkins 68-52 in Wednesday's
finalgiune.
Also advancing were Barren
County, a 55-50 winner over
Lowes, and Owensboro, which
squeaked past Anderson
County 49-47.
With 49 seconds remaining
in the overtime, Meyers or-
dered her charges to hold for
the final shot. The strategy
had fizzled earlier when, after
running the final 1:45 of
regulation time off the clock,
Barbara Harkins' shot rolled
off the rim, leaving the game
tied at 35-35.
Time Moved Up
NEW YORK (AP) — The
XXVI World Cup and
International Trophy Golf
Championship, scheduled for
the Waterville Golf Links in
Ireland this summer, has
moved its starting date up one
day, it was announced Wed-
nesday.
The 72-hole tournament Will
now begin on Wednesday, July
5, and conclude on Saturday.
July 8, according to Howard L










somehow I just couldn't get
them to fall today."
•"rhat Goins kid has a lot of
quickness and she gave us
some problems," said Owens-
boro Coach Grant Talbott.
"After we couldn't hit the
clutch free throws, I thought,.
'She may pull this thing out for
them.' She's a good ball
plaej.i knew_she_was..going
"I sure don't like to he in a
position, where we Nivel() take
a last shot and hope and pray
it goes in," Meyers said.
"I'm glad it's over," said
Harkins, who scored 24 points.
• ' It wasn't a matter of whether
Shannon wanted to take the
shot. She had to take it."
Owensboro, 28-1, survived a
furious fourth-quarter rally by
Anderson County, which
showcased the talents of tiny
Kathy Goias.
The 5-2 guard tallied 13 of
her game-leading 24 points in
the final period, then allowed
a tear while recalling five
missed layup attempts.
"I just can't explain it," she
said. "I normally hit those
shots nine out of 10 times, but acatch up with us."
The nightcap wasstrictly no
contest, thanks to Breathitt
County guard Irene Moore,
whose play was steady
throughout and dazzling in
spots.
She struck for 22 points and
her precision passes netted
five assists, Ahneda Neace
added 18 points as the Bobcats
raised their record to.211.
to get her ,20-plus points. rm
just glad she had that one cold
spell or it might have been 30-
plus."
Barren County, 21-4, nearly
gave the game away in the
third period, seeing a 37-26
halftime lead dwindle to 43-39.
Even at that, the Trojanettes
had to score the, final four
points after the Lady Blue
Devils had rallied for a 39-39
tie on the shooting of Jill Hart
and Deana Hart, who com-
bined for 30 points in the
game. - 4 .
"Their press was good and
our turnoveh weren't mental
errors," said Barren County
Coach Bob Steenhergen. "But
they used a lot of energy to
OZARESILALES



























For Free Catalog and Other Information write or call
MINDS FARMS or MANE FRETER
P. 417/4111-21211 P. 417/489-3481




By Detroit For Use On Many 1978 Cars!
Custom Power Cushion
Poiyglas
Goodyear's best-selling glass belted
ti`rle! Double fiberglass belts for sta-
hillt1. Nit ester cord body for smooth
ride. Durable use-proved tread pat
tern for traction. Now's the time to
















0711-14 $40.65 $12.30 $2.07
E.78-14 $41.35 $33.05
F78-14 $44.70 $35.75 $2.34
G78-14 $46.60 $37.25 $2,47
G78-15 $47.75 $38.20 $2.55
H78-15 $51.35 $41.05 $2.77
Offer Ends Sat. Night RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we roil issue you a rain check, assuring future delivery at the advertised pr,
Low Price Bargain!
All-Weather' 78
Our everyday low price for de-
pendable bias-ply construction.
rib tread, and Goodyear quality.
Put this favorite on your car —
why pay more!
Just Say 'Charge It'
Use any of tiles' 1 other *a, 0 but Ch.• Car Customer CreMt • a••• • Mast, C•arp
• •Ank•,,ncilirrt • Ame1•OIM 5•Press card • Carte /fiancee • ()me, C ut • Cash



























See Your Independent Dealer For Ks Price and Credit Terms Prices As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores M All Communities Served By This Nevespag.er
No Hassle Auto Service...For More Good Years In Your Car!
re •
LUSE & OIL CHANGE
Up To 5 Quarts 
Malor








INCLUDES 2 FREE RUSTIC
STORAGE BAGS FOR TIRES
• Remove or dtdrCul0.1
2 r, le,Ires
. irstar or ,errou-•
2 regular t,res
• Please phore ,1‘,
• Complete chassis tube,'
cation and oil change •
Helps protect parts— en-
sures smooth quiet perfor-
mance • Includes light









• VVe in ect all cooling sys-
!em hoses a fan belts
• We recommend replatement
virts cif needed) and their costs
$1388 Parts ertraif needed
Most U S some foreign
carS (depending on make7
IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE,
HANDLING, AND CONTROL
• inspect and rotate all 4 tires •
Adiust taster, (amber. gi toe in to
manufacturers specifications • in-
spect steering and Suspension
COMPOoents • Roacl test car • fa
cludes tront•wkeel C,ve cars
GOODYEAR
MUFFLER






• Meets or exceeds every Li S
auto makers specifications •
Lifetime limited warranty Free
replacement if muffler fells dye
to rust, blowout faulty work
marrship materials or wear for
As long as you own your car
Just Say 'Charge It'
1.,011P 3, • ''aster ilrarge
C •• • ha- • -er'C sO• (ash
C=.2=1133










IncPrIce  ules tarts and it
14 ,,SS for •••rtrrn l air •
SAVES GAS. GIVES FAST
STARTS IN ANY WEATHER











2 rears used ars
• 20 odted
• h G4)0.1yov • se • IOW tAlt".
and dampens Sound • Helps protect
meaal froM salt moislurk and road
creroirais • Helios prevent rust on
new rats 0•100 keep r est from




Store Noun: 7:30 A.M. end 1:00 P.M. Deily - Opal Friday veil II:00 p.m
My. T. T000ldo Mr. E. Witte













118 Ste. 121k 753-0035
NAN, A t eat Doe,
Hog Market,
ederal Slate Market News Service
March 16. 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Rog Market
Report Inductee S Buyfiig Stallone
Receipts . Act 566 Est 485 Barrows &
;tits steady Sows steady .50 higher ad-
vance on Wi3 over 450
US 1-2 30D-230 Ihs $47 .0tr-47 25 few 47.30
US 1-3 20D-240 Its $46 50-47 00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $44.50-46.50




US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 54000-4100
US 1-2 300-500 I be 54000-4)00
US 1-2 450-540 lbs. $42 00-4350
US 14 N1 lbs. $43_50-1.4.50 few 45.00
US 2-3 300-500 Its. 83900-4000
Boars 27.00-30.00 mostly 28.0040.03
The diamond you buy for love
is the most important diamond.,
you will ever buy.
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) —
Israeli warplanes swooped
into southern Lebanon again
today aiming to knock out
Palestinian artillery firing on
Lebanese Christian villages in
Israel's new six-mile-wide




would call for an emergency
session- of the U.N. Security
Council.
Lebanese Ptime Minister
Selim el Hoss told reporters
after a parliamentary session
in Beirut that the government
is preparing to call on the
council to "take ths necessary
measures thin would
gguarantee a cessation of the
aggression and ensure with-
drawal of Israeli forces."
In Cairo, Egyptian
President .Anwar Sadat
condemned the Israeli .attack
and said he was watching
closely "to make our plan."
Sadat told visiting African
parliamentary leaders he
would convene his national
security council, which meets
'dilly in the time of crisis, to
decide the next step. But he
said he would continue the
search for a peaceful solution.
"We thought we had
reached a point when we were
about to solve the whole
problem peacefully and ( then)
Israel resorts to the use of
force again," he said in his
first public comment on the
attack.
The jet fighters roared
across Israel's northern
















Offer Good Through May 10, 1978
Now 's The Time To Save and Be Ready For Those HOT
SUMMER DAYS Ahead. Come in Early For Best Selec-
tion.
Compare for yourself...
There's more to an AMC
riCain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.806 Coldwater Road - 753-6448 - Murray
Open Evenings By Appointment
rushed around roads leading
On IRS Returns
Americans Make Fewer Mistakes
1NASIIINGTON 1AP) —
Amaicans are making fewer
mistakes on their income tax
returns this year than last,
to Marjayoun and Kleia,
Lebanese communities held
by Israel just beyond the
frontier.
The Palestinians said the
warplanes were striking
hilltop-'positions from which
the guerrillas were hara*ng
the Israeli invaders, and that.
one plane was shot down and
fell on the Israeli side of the
border..
The Palestine Liberation
Organization released its first
official casualty count today
from the first day of
hostilities,- reporting 79 of its -
fighters were killed or
wounded. Israeli officials say
about 100 guerrillas were
killed and hundreds more -
wounded.
- The PLO claimed the
Israelis lost 350 killed or
wounded, but the Israeli
military command said only
11 of its soldiers were killed
and 57 wounded.
The Palestinian military
command also claimed the
guerrillas knocked out 70 to 80
Israeli tanks, armored per-
sonnel carriers and other
military vehicles.
Israeli troops were digging
into positions across southern
'Lebanon, and the Israeli
government said they would
stay there until it got
dependable guarantees the
guerrillas would be barred
from the zone.
PLO leader Yasser Arafat,
meanwhile, said in a speech to
Lebanese leftist leaders in
Beirut that he would prevent
any . agreement that would
create a guerrilla-free zone.
"We shall never allow such
agreements and shall never




NEW YORK ( AP) — A giant
firm. . . In changing times. . .
Gave up . . . That name... On
roadside rhymes. . . Burma-
Shave.
But a smaller firm. . . Fond
of . . Doggerel. . . May be
planning... A new inaugural..
. For Burma-Shave.
Shave.
From the 1920s througt(thP
early 1960s. along America's
roads, the monotony of a 40
mph drive co be broken by
a series of red signs, up to
50 yard.-part, with a line of
dogg el on each.
,.They made up ditties, often
With outrageous • puns. They•
amused or promoted safe
driving or war bonds — and
always sold shaving cream.
The last sign always read:
"Burma-Shave." For
example:
Ben ... Met Anna ... Made a
hit ... Neglected beard ... Ben-
Anna split ... Burma-Shave.
Some 35,000 individual signs
eventually peppered roads in
most every state. Millions -
remember them, even though
the signs came down 14 year
ago and the shaving cream
has not been on the general
market for years.
But now — if only on
television — the ditties may be--
coming back.
Philip Morris Co. last month
gave up rights to the name,
and the American Safety
Razor Co., a former Philip
Morris subsidiary that once-
marketed Burma-Shave, is
applying for the trademark.
But the story of Burma-
Shave itself is less the story of
a shaving cream than of the
genius of those who sold it.
In the mid-1920s, Clinton
Odell of MIhneapolis turned
from a failing liniment ven-
ture to brushless shaving
cream, then a new idea. He
had a hard time with that, too,
until his son Allan thought-np
the signs. •
They captured attention -
and people's imaginations.
And the company grew. Radio
stars Bob Hope and Fibber




travel and limits on
billboards. Television was the
new advertising medium.
American ' business
changed, too.- Philip Morris
Inc„ the tobacco firm,
.diversified and in 1963 bought
the Burma-Vita Co., merging
it into the American Safety
Razor Co., which it acquired
in 1960.
and most are getting refunds:
the Internal Revenue Service
•I•he IRS .aid it found
mistakes .on 11 percent of the
1040A short-form returns last
year but is finding errors on
only. 4 percent so far this year.
- By mid-March, the IRS was
paying an average refund of
$489, an increase florn the $454
average at the same time last
year. About 75 to 80 percent of
taxpayers will get money
back.
The IRS-Said the--accuracy
rate has improved becatise
more taxpayers can use the
tax tables provided with their
forms.
Taxpayers last year had to
use math to figure their taxes
if they made more than $20,000
a year or had a lot of
deductions. This year, they
can use the tax tables if they
inade•less than $40,000 and are
married and filing jointly.
. The IRS estimates 96 per-
cent of all taxpayers can
figure their taxes from the 
tables-provided.
A new problem is that some
taxpayers are using the wrong
table. This year there are
three tables instead of one,
and many people use the first
one they come to, said Ellen
Murphy, an IRS public affairs
Officer.
But the IRS says
mathematical errors are still
its biggest problem in han-
dling returns.
The errors turned up so far
are running 2-to-1 in favor of
the government, but the IRS
-rerenS excess money tax-
payers have sent in.
The agency has asked for
comment on the new tax
forms, which it tried to sim-
plify this year. Officials said
they got some compliments.
but that others reported dif-
ficulty in. changing t9 a new
format.
The IRS cautions people still
preparing taxes:
—They can get their refunds
back faster if they use the self-
addressed envelope in the
booklet for mailing their
returns.
—Those filing for an earned
income credit should make
sure they have computed the
credit correctly and 'have
entered the name of the
dependent that makes them
eligible. Many people are
applying whO are not eligible.
Taxpayers should not bother
with it unless than earned less
than $8,000 last year.
—The location on the form
has been changed for
dividends and interest, so
South Pleasant Grove
UMYF Plans Supper -
The United Methodist Youth
Fellowship of the South
Pleasant Grove Church will
sponsor a chili supper on
Saturday, March 18,. from six
to eight p.m.
Chili, pie, and drink will he
served for $1.54 for adults and
$1.00 for children, a UMYF
spokesman said.
taxpayers should ,-make sure
they are filling in the right
blank.
Laymen's Day Will
Be Held Sunday At
The Salem Church
Laymen's Day will be held
at the Salem Baptist Church,
located near Lynn Grove, on
Sunday, March 19.
Mike Overcast and Dan
Miller will be the speakers for
the eleven a.m. service, and
Hal Faulkner will be the
speaker for the 7:15 p.m.
service.
The men will fill the choir at
the morning service with
Bobby Fain as director.
Shirley Lamb is organist and
penise Howard is pianist.
The Baptist Men's Day will
begin with a breakfast for the •
men at the church at 7:30 a.m.
on Sunday. Sunday School will
be at ten a.m.
The Rev. Virgil ..Blanken,
ship, church pastor, invite/
the public to attend.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONBS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has Al alcal Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA







LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER HWY. 79 E. Paris, Term
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Add Wicker to your decorating desires — Its something new 0
and exciting now on display at MARKEL'S FACTORY
OUTLET STORE.
Store Hours: 10 a.m. til 5 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
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— Many are easily recognized
by the persistent cough that
interrupts their conversation.
It's the trademark of the
underground miner, who
admits that he makes "a
decent wage but nothing
compared to the profit the
operator takes out of the
ground."
The statement is debatable,
particularly among those on
the other side of the fence yr
the current squabble between










They believe in the Bible,
John L. Lewis, the contract
and themselves.
"I ain't got much
education," said one miner
between sips of coffee at strike
headquarters, "but I ain't
dumb either. People think
we're crazy for going down in
a hole to pull that stuff out.
Where'd this country be
without us?"
He paused to clear his
throat. After inhaling coal
dust ,for 15 years, he'd
developed black lung which
leaves the victim gasping for
breath.
"My case ain't as bad as
Ky. Lake Music Barn
Now Concord, Ky. 42076
1978 Schedule
Special Attraction — Friday, March 31, 8:00p.rn.
The Fantastic
Ralph Sloan & The Tenn. Travelers
From the Grand Ole Opry.
Schedule as follows:
.Square Dance
Sat., March 11, 8:00p. m. featuring
Sat. March 18, 8:00 p. m. Col. Bob Atkins & His
Sat-, -March 25, 8.Alp...m_
Reandsweares
Fri., March 31,8:00 p.m. Square Dance Featuring
Ralph Sloan &
Tenn. Travelers
Sat., April 1, 8:00 p. m. — 1st Big All
Professional Country Music Show of Season with
Channel 6 T.V. Station on hand shooting the show.
April through November Square Dance every Friday, 8:00 p. m. Big two hour




has made our jobs a lot safer
but nobody's been able to do
anything about black lung."
Since 1969, approximately
200,000 miners, their widows
and dependents have received
more than $5 billion in federal
payments for hardships
caused by the disease.
"It's not a handout as folks
would have you believe," he
said. "We've earned it the
hard way. A lot of us don't
want something for nothing."
Later in the day, when the
union was offering packaged
beef and pork for 30 cents a
pound, some men declined the
deal. Other wore em-
barrassed looks, as they
moved through the line to pick
up the meat, a donation from
the American Agriculture
Movement.
"-Come on, boys," a union
official urged the crowd,
"This money's going into our
treasury. We can use it."
The strike, now in the fourth
month, changed the life style
for a number of families.
Those who put something
aside for the walkout — and
everyone in the coalfields
_knisciLwas coming  ,are,still 
able to set a good table or take
a leisurely cruise down the
highways in the afternoon.
Those who weren't prepared
are struggling. Jimmy's case
may be typical.
He returned to the coalfields
three years ago after working
as a chef at a good salary in
Michigan.
"I wanted to come hack
cash to feed my wife and four
kids," he explained. "I was
,draiging about $15,000 a year."
Nervii, he's getting $at a
month- in food stamps. His
telephone's been discon-
nected; the utility company is
threatening to cut off his
electricity, and the fenthasn't
been paid in two monthd.
"Sure, Im hurting," Jinuny
said, "but you don't jump at
the chance to go back to work
when they're trying to take
away the things that Mr.
Lewis fought so hard to get for
us many years ago."
Jimmy would change oc-
cupations if he could but
"there's no market around
here for chefs. At times, when
I'm in the _mine, I feel like a
sardine trying to pop out of ,a
can."
Others have a more chilling
description of that trip deep
into the earth. "It's the same
as spending seven or eight
hours a day in your own
tomb."
With the threat of disaster
always lurking -around the
corner, the miner feels
justItted in demanding-Vim
- the:, contract emphasize
safety.
If he's not satisfiettwith7TW
operators' offer, the miner
"lets his feet do the talking.
-They'll take us out of this
room and right back on the
picket line," Jimmy said.
, y.
The leadership of the Ken-
tucky House was expected to
try today. to kill an amend-
ment that would rescind
Kentucky's ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment by
ruling it not germane to the
measure that it amends.
But -such a move -may-- or
may not be necessary In light
-of -a- surprise parliamentary
Move Wednesday by Rep.
C.M. "Hank" Hancock, 13-
Franklin.
Without many of his
colleagues realizing what he
was doing, Hancock ap-
parently withdrew the
measure that would rescind
Kentucky's ERA ratification.
The official journal of the
House proceedings ..showed
that House Resolution 20 was
withdrawn by Hancock, its
sponsor, and the legislative
record - that ' comes out
Thursday will show the' same
thing, House officials said.
The rescission resolution
had been added as an
amendment to House
Resolution 20 and received
approval of the Senete
Monday. The measure was
rexturned to the. House for
coocurrence on tin' amend-
licelt7-7" ' -
Speaker Pro 'Tem Lloyd
Clapp, who was presiding over
the House at the time, said
later that he hadn't realized
what Hancock was doing•
o ey a er, antis nt
director of the Legislative
Research Commission, said
the immediate effect of the
move.was that technically the
resolution rescinding the
state's ERA approval is no
longer in existence.
According to this in-
terpretation, the House
members have nothing to vote
on -Thursday. Clagartientever.
disagreed and said .the move
did not do away with the
legislation.
A legislator cannot with-
draw a measure once it has
been introduced because by
then it is the property of the
entire House, Clapp said. All
he can do, Clapp continued, is
withdraw his name as a
The parliamentary
arguments may be academic.
Clapp pointed out that the
Majority' of the membership
can do just- about anything it
wants.
"Let me tell you
something.. .51 votes an wipe
out yesterday's journal.
minutes 1,'Tlapp said.
The House journal shows
that Hancock got a suspension
of the rules Wednesday. and
then moved that. "all properly_
filed requests to withdraw as
sponsor or withdraw a bill be
approved." The journal shows
Hancock then "filed with-
drawal notice" for House
Resolution 20.
Wendell Ford Is Last Of
home and mining was the only
• •
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The equity in your hou.se
is like money in your pocket
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth1-aF4-what-you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan", For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estate values are up, up. up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the more
you can borrow in a large real-estate loan.
Right here. Right now.
Maybe the money you're looking for
is already in the house.










$2,500 $ 73..17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 1.2.74%
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
*Annual Percentage Rate
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Wendell H. Ford arrived at the
Dirksen Senate Office
Building at 6:45 a.m. Wed-
nesday to work on the speech
announcing he Odd_ vote
against the Panama Canal
treaties.
The Kentucky Democrat
was one of the last of the
holdouts, still uncommitted as
the tally sheets showed the
totals edging toward the
numbers essential to approve
or defeat the treaties.
But most of those Sheets
listed him as expected to vote
against the treaties.
At 7:15 a.m., Walter F.
Mondale, vice president of the
United States, popped
unannounced into F'ord's
office for a chat. The two men
talked privately for about 30
minutes.
Then Ford's old friend Bob
Strauss showed up with White
House aide Hamilton Jordan
and Lee Kling. Ford had been
one of the strongest promoters
of Strauss when the Texan
became Democratic national
chairman. Kling is a former
treasurer of the Democratic
National Committee.
They were followed by Sen.
Russell Long, D-La., who also
was publicly uncommitted but
who would announce a few-
hours later that he would vote
for the treaties.
After all the visitors had
gone, Ford cancelled his
request for time to make a
speech. He cancelled his
appointments and told an aide
he needed more time to think.
Later, Ford laughed when
asked if the administration
had corralled another vote
and said he was back working
on the same speech.
The activity by the ad-
ministration raised questions
whether deals were being
struck: a vote for theAreaty in
exchange for a watkproject,
support of a farm bill: a'
decision to buy copper for tLie
nation's strategic stockpile
and, of course, the president's
power to fill thousand.4 of Os
in the executive and judicial
branches.
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N C.',
looking weary and resigned
after bucking the kind of
power a president can bring to
bear, said, "I don't want to
appear crass, but our side
can't buy copper. Our side
can't appoint any judges. Our
side can't promise a senator
he won't have an opponent.''
Helms added that the Carter
administration probably
hasn't done any more than its
predecessors in similar
situation,.
Sen. Bob Packwood, H-Ore.,
heard all the storm e§ -about
deals and issued an •angry,
blast at the administration in
which he said, "The president
shouldn't be the host of 'Let's
Make a Deal.""
Packwood said he was so
- upset by the alleged wheeling
and dealing that he was
considering voting against the
treaties. But by Wednesday,
Packwood had talked to
Mondale and Sen. Herman E.
Talmadge, 'chairman of the
Senate Agriculture Com-
mittee, and was' convinced
decisions to buy copper and
not to oppose a Talmadge
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ou can't fight city hall."
"The little guy hasn't got a
chance."
"What can one man do?"
These are statements that we
hear more and more. They
disturb us, because it appears
the average citizen is with-
drawing from participation in
his government.
III the early days of this coun-
try, the town meeting was the
place where important
decisions were made. Every
resident of the town had an op-
- portunity to have his say; then
he had a vote.
Today, government is bigger.
There is more red tape. It is
harder to have a direct effect
on government decisions. But, 7
it is not impossible.
The average citizen can do
plenty to shape the decisions o,
government. This is especially
true on the local level. While
every citizen no longer has a
direct vote on the issues af-
fecting his community, every
citizen does have an elected
representative with such a
vote.
City and county officials are
elected by the voters, and we
have found them to usually be
receptive to suggestions from
the people they represent.
However, these officials do not
know what -the people want
unless they speak up.
So, the best method for in-
•
fhiencing government
decisions, is speak up. How?
Here are some suggestions:
•Write a letter to the editor.
The letters section is one of the
best-read sections of a
newspaper. The average
citizen, as well as government
officials, read the letters.
•Ask for a place on the agen-
da of government meetings. If
they know you are coming, of-
ficials will set aside a few
minutes for your comments.
This can be done by calling the
mayor's office for city council
meetings, the county judge's of-
fice for fiscal court meetings
and the school superintendent's
office for school board
-meetings.
.Write a letter to government
officials on ihelocal, sLate_and
national levels. They read them
and are influenced by public
opinion. The Ledger & Times
runs the addresses of
congressmen from time to time
on the editorial page.
.Call your state legislator.
This is especially easy since the
state installed a toll-free num-
ber for use  during this year's
session of the General Assem-
bly. You can reach legislators
by dialing 1-800-372-2976.
By speaking out in a respon-
sible manner, the average
citizen can have more effect on
public decisions than he thinks
he can.






Emmett Tflompson died last night






By M. C. Garrott
GO*, News Moyle.
This Benton Preacher Won't
Forget This Introduction
I get a kick out of Mabel Rogers.
She's always good for a good story; or
two, telling them with that infectious
laugh of hers. Hillard, Mabel's .
husband,  worked for many years with
thre Post Office before his retirement a
couple of years ago, and they live out on
Cardinal Drive.
Mabel's also known for being a
prankster of a sorts, too. One of her
latest took place some weeks back
when our preacher, Dr. Bill Whittaker,
was conducting revival at the Baptist






FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — The
Democratic state central executive
committee, a tame group which
generally holds well-rehearsed
meetings every few months, may be
about to have its customary calm shat-
tered.
At the session scheduled for Friday,
just before the party's big Jefferson-
Jckson Day' fund-raiser, pointed
questions could be raised about certain
expenditures by state Democratic
Chairman Howard "Sonny" Hunt, a
close friend of Gov. Julian Carroll.
It will be the culmination of periodic.
criticism by 1st District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, who is a• potential
Democratic candidate for Kentucky
governor next year.
For months, Hubbard has been 
seddriii "Dear Sonny" letters critical
of the operations and spending of the
state party.
Hunt and his aides have answered
some and ignored many of the asser-
tions for the time, -testily pointing out
that news sources have received the
letters first.
Finally, they announced a meeting
would be held, and Hubbard invited to
bring his charges, before the party lead-
ership.
Ironically, Hubbard won't be able to
arrive here in time from Washington
because of prior commitments. -
However, that won't halt the
acrimony.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believelhat to limit
opinionated_artitleV-to only those
which parrallel the edit ial
philosophy of this newspaper
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
Hubbard said by telephone from
Washington he understands several
committee members will raise the
subjects on which he has expounded.
And Mike Templeman, assistant to
_ Hunt, said he knows some members are
upset, but for a different reason: "They
don't feel he's gone about this in the
proper way."
It's difficult to obtain a comment
from Hunt. He is seldom available to
newsmen.
Hubbard earlier had focused on
Hunt's use of a_ Frankfort apartment
and two automobiles, with the party
paying, but his last needllpg letter to
Hunt implied the chairman is operating
dictatorially.
"Seven l members of the ... committee.
—slicing know who. the members of the
1978 Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner
Committee were and, forgive them,
they were not even aware that their
own committee had met and voted to
sponsor plans for the big day in Frank-
fort," -Hubbard wrote. "Who did
authorize and plan the dinner?"
- Then Hubbard said that his wife and
twq daughters would accompany him,
but could not drive all the way home to
lVioyfield that night, so "please con-
sider the possibility of our lodging that
right at the famous Frankfort apart-
ment for which. he Kentucky
Democratic Party pays ;180 monthly
rent. Wife ! Joyce ) says she would bring
our own sheets,, towels, etc."_.
But if Hunt won't put up Hubbard and
family, they need not worry — Lt. Gov.
Thelma Stovall has come to.the rescue.
Mrs. Stovall said she will have all
four Hubbards as house guests Friday
night at the lieutenant governor's mail!'
sion.
"I read in the paper about their
troubles making accomodations , in
Frankfort and I decided to invite him,"
she explained.
Mrs. Stovall said Hubbard never has
had the opportunity to stay at her
mansion because "it seems like one of
us was always campaigning for sorne-'
thing."
She is an announced Democratic
candidate for governor and therefore
technically a rival of Hubbard. The two
undoubtedly will discuss that situation.
Hubbard expressed dppointment
at he will not be able to attend
Priday's central committee session.
"I had indicated a strong esire to
Sonny Hunt earlier that I would like to
attend and I guessed I goofed when I
mentioned we would not be arriving
before 5:15 Friday," he said.
Hubbard said no meeting had been
set when he mentioned his late af-
ternoon arrival, but he learned a week
later that the committee would meet
before he got here.
Templeman said there was ab-
solutely no intent to schedule the
meeting before the congressman
arrived, "in 'fact, the whole meeting
was scheduled for him. Why can't he be
here."
That is the level of argument at the
moment. But things are bound to pick
up at the committee meeting.
And one of the surprises that may
emerge is that William Curlin of Frank-
fort, a former congressman and
treasurer for the party does not sign
any checks written on tlie party's
behalf.
He may be asked about this seeming
oddity. And if a lawyer is needed to
delineate the fine points, Curlin is also
the party's unofficial lawyer.
BibleThought
"Christ our passover is sacrificed
for us." Corinthians 5:7
When God saw the -blood of th(•
lamb in the Old Testament H
people were spared death because, or
the shed blood, God spares H.s
people in the New Testament becau..,
of the blood of His Son.
Isn't It The Truth
Here is a nation of 220 million people
who seem to get along fairly well in
spite of Russia, Africa, 'Asia, wars.
revolutions, inflation, a declining dollar
and the gasoline engine; whin is to say
= looks after fools, drunkards, and
babies and the U.S.A.
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It was the opening night of the week-
long services, and the 40-voice choir
from Brother Bill's church here had
gone to Benton to present a couple of
special numbers as well as giving our
young pastor- ---s-omi—riurarsupport-as
the revival got under way.
Rebecoa, Brother Bill's pretty little
wife; is a member of the choir, and it
was in her devious mind that the idea
for the prank in which Mabel was to
play a part was conceived. She had
suddenly thought of something to pull
on her husband.
-Leaning over to -Mabel, who was
seated next to her in the choir loft,
Rebecca whispered, "Mabel, will you
do me a favor?"
"If I can," Mabel replied. "What do
you wpnt me to do"
"Everytime Bill is somewhere like
this," Rebecca whispered back, "they
always want to introduce me and ask
me to stand up. If that happens tonighti,
will you stand up in my place?"
'"Well, now, Rebecca, " 'Mabel said
hesitantly. "I don't know about that.
How will Brother Bill take it?"
"Aw, come on," urged Rebecca.
"Let:s see what happens,"
"Well, okay,- agreed Mabel, and the
two settled back to await their cue.
It wasn't long in coming. Sure
enough; the pastor of the Benton church
told the congregation a bit of Brother
Bill's background and formally..
presented him as the evangelist for the
revival. As he neared the conclusion of
his remarks, he said, "And we are
happy to have Dr. Whittaker's wife with
us tonight as a member of this fine
choir."
Then turning to face the choir, he
went on by saying, "Rebecca will you
please stand up so the folks can see
you?"'
At this, Rebecca gave Mabel a sharp
jab in the ribs with an elbow, and up
went Mabel to her feet.
"Oh, no! Not your exclaimed the
surprised and bewildered Benton
pastor. "You're not Rebecca!"
By then, B. other Bill, the- Mw tiny
choir and the entire congregation had
grasped the joke and were roaring with
laughter as the real Rebecca Whittaker
laughingly got to her feet and
acknowledged the gracious greeting.
-But you should have seen the look on
Bill's face," she laughed later. "I'll
never forget that as long as I liver
Neither will the Benton preacher.
+++
Ray Brownfield tells me that a record
number of calls were made during
January to Peoples Bank's time-and-
temperature automatic answering
service as folks hereabouts kept right
on top of the weather.
Ray says that the South Central Bell
office in Paducah has informed the
bank that a total of 403,810 calls were
made to their 753-6363 number that
frigid month. This was an average of
13,026 calls per day.
+++
And here's another one you can add to
vow- list of look-alikes:- E: W. Dennison
of Detuason-Hunt Sporting Goods and
Hamilton Jordon, President Carter's
tempermental, swinging chief ad-
ministrative assistant.
+ + +
I didn't reeOgnize Bill Seale the other
day with his newly-sported mustache
and goatee. Bill is chairman of the
Department of Marketing at Murray
State, and I ran across him having
lunch in a Hungry Bear booth with Dr.
John Thompson. John also sports a
similar -set of brushes, which,




The Britisher, who was having tea on
his alwn, calmly watched the space
ghsip as it came to earth a few yards
away.
He watched intently as a wierd-
looking creature stepped from the craft
and slowly approached him. The thing
had two heads, with one eye in the
center of each head. It had only one
arm that protruded from the middle of
its chest, and instead of legs, it walked
on a pair of short flippers.
"Earthman," the apparition
squeaked, "I want to see your leader."
The Englishmen stirred his tea, and
gazed with cool distaste at his strange
visitor.
"Nonsense, old man," he said, "what
you want to see is a plastic surgeon."
The tenth successful head transplant
was recently accomplished by Dr.
Robert J. White, Chief neurosurgeon at
Cleveland Memorial Hospital, when he
attached one monkey's head to
another's body. The transplant retained
its ability to see, smelt, Hear, and some
transplants have lasted thirty six
hours. The purpose for the research is
to determine what role the brain plays
yond controlling the nervous system.
'Hear no evil, see no evil—and did
anybody see my head?)
A Tokyo bath house uses an office
worker with hot coffee powder for a
coffee bean health bath. The baths
began in 1971 after the bath house
owner realized coffee relaxed the skin.
The luxurious ;5 bath contains 12 tons fo
coffee kept at more than 100 degrees by
a fermented pineapple extract.
ThANSPORTATION
An Australian driver, John Duncomb,
claims to have established anew world
record-131.5 miles in 5kt hours, in
reverse. The event, spurred by Dun-
comb's hope of winning a place in the
Guihitess Book of World,Records, was
witnessed by car-club officials. At the
end Duncomb was elated but admitted
to a stiff neck and wrist.
There is no place where a parking
place is harder to find than in a one-car
garage.
Some 400,000 cars in Sweden have
mysteriously disappeared, and the
Swedish road board is checking , its
electronic equipment. Computers on a
new bridge connecting the mainland
with the island of Deland showed that
three million cars used .the span to
travel to the island this year and only
2.6 million cars returned. "There is no
car surplus on the island," said a board
spokesman. "If there _ was, each
Oelander would have two cars,
statistically. Our measuring equipment
must be wrong." (Road-Track)
' An English university professor was
waiting in the bitter cold for a train to
London, when the non-stop Cornish
express astonishingly stopped at the
station. The professor promptly
proceeded to get on board, only to be
greeted by a railway official who called
out: "You can't get on here, sir. The
train does no stop."
"Don't worry," said the professor.
"If it dtiesn't stop, then I'm not on it!"
THE WITTY PEOPLE
.. Robert Beochley: Probably the most
common of all antagonisms arises from
a man's taking a seat beside you on the
train, a seat to which he is completely
entitled.
Asa • • • AA , I
near the mobile home of Thompson
near the Kenlake Park Golf Course.
Jerry Pritchell -was also critically
burned in the explosion.
Southern Bell Telephone Company
will spend approximately $300,000 in
1968 in Murray Calloway County to
expand and improve telephone
facilities and service, according to R.
K. Carpenter, local manager.
Dorothy AliceSwann and Pat Parker
)f Murray are members of the Sea
Aists Swimming team at Murray State
iniversity who will present their third
innual water show on March 21 and 23
A the Carr Health Building.
Featured in the Fins 'n Feathers
column, edited by Lee Smith, are
pictures of the American Eskimo dogs
owned by Nevill and Verda McCoy.
Janice Nesbitt and William Moffett
are worthy matron and worthy patron
of Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star.
20 Years Ago
The Bank of Murray is holding an
open house this afternoon so that
citizens of Murray and Calloway
County will have an opportunity to view
the completely remodeled interior.
New officers of the Murray High
School Parent-Teacher Association are
Mrs. William Nall, Mrs. Ted Clack,
Mrs. Edwin Larson, Mrs. Frank
Mrs. A. W. Russell, Mrs. Edward
Brunner, and Mrs. W. C. Easter.
Births reported include a girl, Lee
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr.,
and a boy, Nathan Yarbrough, to the
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas E. Adams, both
on March 11. .
Prof. Lawrence G. Rickert, voice
teacher at Murray State College, will be
in charge of the music at the revival at
the First Methodist Church, Fultdh;--
starting today.
Benton beat Ballard and North
Marshall beat Symsonia in the semi-
finals of the First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament here.
30 Years Ago
Approximately 1,000 members and
patrons attended the annual meeting of
the Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association on March 12 with B. W.




Coach Johnny Underwood of the
Murray Training School has announced
that the school will have a track team
this year. Members will include Gus
Robertson, Jr., Bob Trevathan, Ralph
Boyd, Jimmy Richardson, Joe Pat
Johnson, James Humphries, and Will
Edd Bailey.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
Woman's Club are Mrs. George E.
Overbey, Miss.Mayrelle Johnson, Mrs.
Garnett Jones, Mrs. H. C. Corn, Mrs. IL
I. Sledd, and Mrs. R. H. Robbins.
- Officers of the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution are Mrs. Warren
Swann, Miss Helene Hatcher, Mrs.
Price Doyle, Mrs. Ralph Woods, Mrs.
Hattie Laura McConnell, Mrs. J. D.
Rowlett, Mrs. Elmus Beale, Mrs. P. A.
Hart, and Mrs. H. P. Wear.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
- Today is Thuksday, March 16, the
75th day of 1978. There are 290 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1534, England severed
all relations with the Roman Catholic
PaPacT•
On this date:
In 1521, Portuguese navigator Fer-
dinand Magellan reached the Philip-
pines, where he was killed by natives
the following ,month.
In 1676, Indians destroyed the Rhode
, Island settlements of Warwick and
Providence.
In 1802, Congress authorized the
establishment of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y.
In 1830, it was a slow day on Wall
Street, with only 31 shares of stock
tradect on the New York Stock
Exchinge. -
In 1965, the Soviet Union moved
toward closer economic relations with
the West by announcing it would join
the international agreement on patents.
In 1974, President Richard Nixon said
in Chicago he would not resign, because
he refused babe party to what he Called
the destruction of the presidency of the
United States.'
Ten years ago: Sen. Robert Kennedy
of New York said he would seek the
Democratic presidential nomination to
try to change what he called the
disastrous and divisive policies in
Vietnam and at home.
Five years ago: The United States'
' rineP13 major trading nations agreed on
an orderly currency eichange system
to end an international monetary crisis.- - --
One yTar ago: kri American
delegation arrived in Hanoi for
distlissions on Americans missing
since the Vietnam War.
Thought for today: Victory belongs to








































































































Miners Have Reservations About Latest Proposal
I •_ Y unprov
Associated Press Writer other provisions, some
Striking miners would be Kentucky union leaders say.
willd to study a new coal Now that spring is here, said
contract proposal but would a United Mine Workers of-
not rush to ratify it without ficial in Harlan County, a
striker could hunt groundhogs
and forage for wild greens
rather than mine coal under
an unfavorable contract.
Mickey Messer, president of
die UMW local at Brookside in
Harlan County, and others
reached by telefthone Wed-
nesday night, said miners
might ratify a contract if
health benefits are sufficiently
improved.
Members of the United Mine
Workers bargaining council,
including the presidents and
executive board members
from Districts 30, Wand 23, all.
headquartered in Kentucky,
were in Washington con-
sidering the latest tentative-
agreement. 
__
The council approved the
pact 22-17 in a vote late
Wedilleday night. Officials of
union locals, and rank-and-file
miners, had not seen copies.
But the officials reached
Wednesday night agreed it
would be fruitless to -submit a
"If you use the
short form, we
do it for less."
1.11.
Henry W Block
If you qualify for the short
form, we charge a very low
price. The simpler the return.
the less we charge. That's
Reason No. 2 why you should
let us do yOur taxes
HaR BLOCK
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a ne a a 11,4.:11 I I ' $ a
unless it was greatly-changed
from the agreement rejected
10 days ago. -
Health benefits will "most
definitely" be the lirst section
miners look at if the proposal
is submitted ta them, said
Harold Lewis, president of
Local 7425, the second-largest
local in the UMW. - - -
Lewis said his members,
who work at four large U.S.
Steel mines at Lynch and
Cumberland in southeastern
Kentucky, are unlikely to
accept a provision that miners
would pay up to $200 a year
per family for medicine and
doctor's care.
"I don't believe they'll ever
vote for a contract that don't
provide medical benefits 100
percent," he said.
Mickey agreed the proposal
"may • be rejeeted that
account."
Messer. pointed out that all
medical expenses were paid
under the 1974 contract bet-
ween the UMW and the coal _
industry.
"When you negotiate a new
contract You're supposed to
























































E-Z Monthly Payments On All Guitars
90 Days Same As Cash Accessories
Sale Begins Thurs., March 16th
James and lefty Clayton owners of .1 11 B. lisle wen an all expense paid hip to
Austria because of iecriased sales. We would like to express our thanks Sc sir 
many
custelners and want ye, to come see why twi OS of every three shoppers are 
buying
Magnavox sad buying from I I. Music.
B MUSIC- MAGNAVOX
CbVin14.51, 753-7575 Murray, Ky.
c wa , esai.
Messer added, however,
that he had -heard scow.
things I don't approve of and
some things I do approve of'f
about the new tentative
agreement. -
"I can't make muck
comment until I get copy, '
he said.
• Joe Silvey, president - of
Local 1548, representing
workers at the Ken un-
derground mine in western
Kentucky, said he believed the
proposal was "a definite
improvement" over the one
previously rejected by the
miners.
The new proposal for health
benefits, he said, "isn't what
like to hare, but it is an
improvement_ -
"I feel like the people will
look it, over and consider it
pretty well," Silvey said.
However, none Of the of-
ficials believed miners would
be hasty in accepting the
proposal, despite the length of
the strike and the ac-
companying . financial har-
dships.
Solid, Hazardous Waste Disposal
Bill Is Expected To Be Revived
By T.G. MOORE adding them to property tax
peop e ssoc
definitely want a contract," FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
_Silvey said. "It's like (UMW A Senate-passed measure to
President Arnold) Miller-said, ,....tighten state standards for
the thing 
trideanllgysetthteledonl: ay to get ' solid and hazardous' waste
disposal was expected to be
he said, 
going to read it revived in the House today
and they're going to study it," after it fell one vote short of
passage Wednesday.
With the strike in its 100th' The 'House voted 39-37 in
day,- Silvey said, "There's no favor of the controversial solid
doubt some people have waste bill, sponsored by Sen.
problems. But I'll say this, John Berry, D-New Castle, but
they have 
l miners o,,t . re will sacrifice if 40 votes we needed for
passage.
tLewisopunistia re nd Messer we less The proposal would broaden
definitions of solid and
"I had a meeting and asked hazardous wastes and would
them to go to work under the increase penalties for
Taft-Hartley) 'order," Lewis violation of waste disposal
said. "They just laughed at regulations from $1,000 to
me. I'd say this contract Will $5,000.
-get the same reception if it The Senate . approved the
doesn't contain more changes measure 25-0 Feb. 23. As
than I've heard about." amended by the House, sblid
'Messer said members of the wastes would include wastes,.
Brookside local will not vote a generated, in residential
contract they consider un- areas.
the
evosrtraibkle  no matter how long The House rejected by voice
vote an amendment proposed
"We didn't come out on by Rep. Steven Beshear, D-
strike to take- a step Lexington, that would allow
backward," said Messer. county governments to collect





By MARIA BRADEN ruted the ' ainendnient not
Associated Press Writer germane. His ruling was
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - upheld by a' majority of
Last-ditch efforts to revive a- reprecentarieesinboth cases.
collective bargaining for - Apparently acknowledging
teachers have been squelched
in the House.
The contents of Senate Bill
88, which would allow
teachers to meet and confer
with local school boarda, were
attached as amendments to
three separate Senate bills
posted for consideration
Wednesday in the House.
They were among more
than 60 floor amendments
filed to insure last-minute.
consideration of bills
languishing in committee.
Two attempts failed and
supporters of collective
bargaining did not attempt to
raise the question a third time.
The measure passed the
Senate two weeks ago, and
was reported favorably by the
House Committee on Business
Organizations and Professions
last week. But the House
Rules Committee referred the
measure back to the
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee Friday, dealing it
a severe setback.
The House leadership at
first tried to pass a rule that
would prohibit
"piggybacking," the practice
of attaching floor amend-
ments containing the entire
text of other bills or
resolutions to bills already
posted. -
But the House voted to send
the rule to' the State Gover-
... nmetit -Crerninitlee after
several legislators expressed
fear that it would kill an
amendment to rescind Ken-
tucky's approval of the Equal
Rights Amendment, which
was tacked onto a House
resolution by the Senate.
Some legislators opposed
the rule because it would take
away the ability of the House
to force Senate consideration
of a House bill that the upper
chamber ha1. previously
refused to consider.
A committee substitute was
drafted to meet those ob-
jections which would prohibit
piggybacking of any amen-
dment filed in the last five
legislative days that contained
the text of any bill still in a
House committee or killed in
committee.
The intent of the substitute
was to prevent supporters of
collective bargaining from
forcing a floor vote on Senate
Bill 88, according to
legislative sources. •
But the plan fizzled when not
enough members showed_up
at a special meeting of the
committee to report the bilE
out.
So the leadership junked
Plan A and turned to Plan B.
which was to question whether
the . collective, bargainint:
amendments were germane
the ' bills to which they were
attached.
The House twice Wednesday
, defeated efforts to tack a
collective bargaining bill for
teachers onto Senate bills up
for a vote.
The House voted 59-19 to
uphold' Speaker William
Kenton's ruling that a
professional negotiations
amendment to a student
behavior bill was out of order.
The bill itself, which man-
dates programs to deal with
student behavior problems,
later passed 92-0.
A Senate bill to eliminate
bonus units from the
Minimum Foundation
education funding program
passed 82-5 after two con-
troversial amendments were
ruled out of order by Speaker
Pro Tern Lloyd Clap?, D-
Wine°.
The House upheld 58-30
Clapp's ruling on a teacher
bargaining amendment and
voted 61-20 in favor of his
ruling against an amendment
to require a statewide im-
munization program for pre-
school childrerr.
An administration measure
raise the license fees for hotels
and restaurants was defeated
65-16 despite objections" from
some lawmakers that the bill
is a revenue measure and thus
must be introduced in the
House.
Rep. Raymond Overstreet,
R-Liberty, cited a Kentucky
Court of Appeals ruling that
revenue bills must originate in
the "house closest to the
people," but Speaker Kenton
ruled the bill in order on




WASHINGTON (AP) - More
than 400 theater, opera arid
dance companies, art museums
and symphony orchestras have
:joined forces under the newly
created American Arts Al-
liance,
The formation of this organ-
ization for the concerned ad-
vocacy of the non-profit arts in
the United States, marls the
first effort in the history of the
American arts community to
join performing and visual arts
'institutions of all sizes_in corn-
mon- cause.
ivould-per
Two attempts to add the
contents of Senate Bill 88 as ar
amendment to another Hi
failed when House Speakt-
William Rentolt,-D-1*-xterten
defeat, collective bargaining
supporters did not even at-
tempt to bring up the amen-




Om Looking Beautiful Kontooky Lake
Re-Opening
Friday, March t7, 1978
Restaurant Open Friday, Saturday i Sundays
Until Further Notice
Boat Dock Open Every Day
Louie & Sue Williams Owners
Phone 436-5496
 4
Be An Early Bird
Down To
Earth Values
on all your Lawn and Garden needs from tillers and tractors
to grass seeds, fertilizersiand garden sets.
Pre-Season 'Specials v'Z
On










You'll Find The Best
And What You Need
,co •
TORO









,Serarioe_after the sole backed up by over $60,000 worth of ports in stock Why such a
large inventory?






Lawn & Garden Center
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Indust Lobb Efforts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Sen. John Berry, D-New
Castle, has worked un-
successfully for the past two
legislative sessions to put
strict controls on disposal
bottles and cans in Kentucky.
Berry finally conceded he
could not get such a measure
passed-at this time, and has
settled for picking up the litter
created . by the 'bottles and
cans.
The Senate passed 28-6 and
sent to the governor a bill to
fund statewide programs on
litter control through a tax on
distributors of Material which
islikely to end up as litter.
Several senators expressed
concern aboqt taxing the
wholesale distributors to fund
the measure, but the-Senate
're-fee-Led attempts to amend
the bill to place the tax on
manufacturersinstead and to
eliminate some Of the items
taxed.
"This is a step in the right
direction," said Berry. "It is
not what I would liked to have
had, but is is allI can-get."
The measure squeezed
through the House 48-43 March
6 and Berry said any amen=
dments attached in the Senate
would endanger the bill's
•
Register and you
et., mai, bethe tdcky
_ t̀ik winner ot a WS
0 Ford- Freewheel-
ing Cruise Van, a
FIEF/ Ford Mustang II
T-Roof Convert-









bill establishing the Kentucky
School Building .Authority
with the power,to issue sehool
building bonds and 'use the
funds to help local school
districts construct buildings.
Sen. Robert Martin, D-
Richmond, noted many local
districts now have trouble
selling bonds and the .hew
program would aid in
upgrading the quality of local
school buildings. The bill
passed 32-0 and .goes to the
governor.
The Senate passed 32-5 a bill
to divide the state Public
Service Commission into two
separate agencies, including a
fulltime commissi% to handlv
'rate requests b electric and
gas companies,. and a part-
time commission to regulate
phone, ' Sewage and water
companies. -
Sen. Tom Easterly, D-
Frankfort, long an advocate of
a fulltime,. PSC, criticized
lea v 'pa rt cum= -
missioners to deal with the
.large phone companies.
The Senate Wednesday
passed 26-6 a bill raising the
bonding capacity of the
Kentucky Housing • Cor-
poration, which makes loans-
for construction of low-income
housing, from $400 million to
$700 million, despite the ob-
kcticips of some- - senators
about increasing the state
However, Sen. Michael
Moloney, D-Lexington, often a
critic of increased state debt,
sad • f t Ho:'
Corporation bill' is a horse of
a different color."
Moloney said every dollar
lent by the agency is backed
by the • federal' government
and the loans are used to
upgrade slum housing in the
state's urban areas.
LAKES FREIGHTER
SAULT STE. MARIE, Mich.
(AP; — You can dream of
being a Great Lakes pilot while
exploring the 550-foot ore car-
rier Valley Camp from bow to
stern at a growing historical'
park near the Soo Locks here.
The Valley Camp spent 50- -
years on the Lakes, carrying a
total of 16 million tons of cargo
and steaming more than three •
million miles.
Now she is berthed at a
spacious waterfront park oper-
ated by La Sault de Sainte
Marie Historical Site, Inc. The
nonprofit organization bought
the ship for $10,000 — less than
its value as scrap, according to
general manager Thomas
Manse.
"We're trying to recover and
restore the Soo's historic past
and Valley Camp is a monu-
ment to Great Lakes shipping,"
he said.
FOR ABOUT THE COST
OF BAKING MAKE,
YOU CAN SHARE A
10 MINUTE SLICE OF LIFE.
BY LONG DISTANCE.
••
You can share alot of sweet memories with someone a thousand miles away.
Just dial the l' way and talk for ten minutes for only $2.44 plus tax. Any
evening $unday through Friday between 5 PM and 11PM. These evening rates
are lowerithan. rates for long distance calls
dialed during weekdays. * South Central Bell
Call ofteri, And add a little frosting
to,,a friendship Long distance.
What else is so nice for the price?
Lbw One-Plus rates 00 not aoolr 'n Zero-Plus dialed long LOW 00o PI .1S 'o
station-t3-st5licr callsy0otha. /ourself tali, to anyone who answets and bill to the teleOROne you are using
and on station-lo-statiOn cans Placed Witty ail operator where long distance dialog facilities are not available






FOR THE WHOLE 





0 our imarktu.nr.h with..onestf_stur best VONN.s!
"Ft a -66-utiter-'-'-fef-precise 'readings on DC,C-Efff e-nt
and AC or, DC volts. 41/4- misrrored scale, overload-
. prsoected -meter and single-knob functiOn switch.




Play fast-action tennis, hockey, Skeet and
squash. or shoot the, moving target and





u r remoteonscr controls,ee d ig ita lasuct
colrZgl.cEbaasl‘l/Reg. 7995 0 -
Reg. Ali"-
Protect your tarnilyi Mounts on wail or
"ututittg TO detect tirst signs -at-




net syStem for home or
' office Nailing to install Cut s30
Play tennis, handball, hockey or practice Two remote




Neat size for subcompacts and sports
LdrS. with brnatic cassette eject
system Save $25 now at Th'e Shack Al
SLIDE-RULE CALCULATOR
by Radio Shackl
4 key memory calculator Big blue
display. Pi 'auto constants Bat
terms included
PLAY IT SMART RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 56 YEARS
Front-loading recorder plays on bb.t-
tenes. AC or DC Built-in mike, AC cord,







55 MPH Easy-on, easy-
- oft stops theft
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-1 Olympic Plaza
Saturday 104 12th Street













PRIC:LS MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL
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2 Notice 9 Situations Wanted





Call 753-4636, after 5 753-
3996.
5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK and white
female German
Shepherd. In vicinity of
GielICIale. Call 753-7425
LOST PUPPY, female
white with black spots in
vicinity of College Farm
Rd. and N. 16th. Call 753-
4073.
1.0ST NEAR Donelsons
Grocery 1 young spotted






real future for ambitious












PARTS MAN for new and
Used cars. Salary plus
commission. Fringe
benefits. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32 D.
SALESMAN for new and
used cars. Salary plus
commission, fringe
benefits. Send resume to





cooks. No phone calls.






wanted. Run all 49
states. References
required. Also turkeys










and Tuesday, March 20
and 21 from'8 a.m. to 5
p.m. only. No phone
calls please.
$35.00 Per Hundred
stuff in g_____e_av elopes
already stamped and
addressed. Free sup-
plies, send self ad-
dressed stamped en-







Exp. needed by Mid-
west Mfg. to call
on Established Bus-
iness. Commission
Sales, $325 and up













farmers who have taken
advantage of the group
hospital insurance
through Bennett and
Associates are saving up
to $150.00 per year. Get

















14. Want To Buy





thousand feet. Call 901-
642-9379.
WANT TO BUY used
sliding glass door. Call
7534595 or 753-5000.
WANTED WHITE oak
and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or standing,








15 Articles For Sale
COLEMAN GAS furnace.
50,000 BTU down flow.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
3245.
15 Articles for Sale




Western Auto, home ol














tickets for only $200. Call
753-6448_
FOR SALE SET of new
electric hair clipper,
used only once. Want to









tape display racks. See
at J and B Music, 753-
7575.
1973 DODGE CHARGER,




Patrolman Pro 77A, Hi-
Lo scanner, 8 channel
with all local crystals







USED SET OF World
Books. Call 435-4426




day 901485-4)551 nite 901-
885-9764.
ANTIQUE dresser,
cabinet style steroe set.
Tappan oven, built-in
stove. Call 753-8124.
5' Xi' PING PONG table,
like new. Used 2 weeks.
25" color T. V. Both for
$100 25" Zenith console,
$150. Call 492-8648.
-
$3.9S BUTS AU Of TWIS
• Who Need Peony
liberty Nickel
• With Mlekel
• Urge homy sag.
• WW II IOU Poway
• W. B. Pansies
Bohn 1020w
• Wy•don Pickil
• 0 Mint rimy 25 yrs.
- itea S Penny (use)
- Berg 1013-0$.d
Date Penury
- S find Pony • 23 yrs.
Pies fres hir• $ BM
Plus Our Frye Gift
Mos Oar fres Brecier•
Said $3.05 mid 25 Poster
to:
JIM DeNNINO & CO.
s, Pa* 914 Vldremeel Mop
Sermfea. P. ION
15 Articles For Sale
TWO WOOD COOK




electric stove. Call 753-
5949.
„COUCH, ROCKING
chairs, foot stool, Fisher










' Reasonable. Call 753-
7501.
STUDIO COUCH, ideal
for den or camper. When












HOUSE OF 'Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
160 St. Now In Stock_
Columbia Min,ervt
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
worts weight. also baby 
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all














maintained in dry. Call
753-3976 or 527-8193 after
5:30 p.m.
1951 RED BELLY Ford









power, roll bar with top,
power adjust wheels,
only 1800 hours. Call 753-
0649 after 6 p.m.
16' TANDEM axle stock
trailer. Also 20'
gooseneck flat bed tri-
axle 6' trailer. Call after
p.m. 759-4088.
DONALD R. TUCKER..
CONDOMINIUM IN KENIANA SHORES, fall, fur
naiad. ma. waterfront, only 516.500
\Ls
LIKE TREES? This seaway kip has Inn aroma it. ova it, .win
&ova it! A distinctive ban in a finely se* al lake Forrest
(Right at tbe entrance to Panorama) It is brad new never lived-
in. Has great-rooa. three bedrooms, kitchen and two full baths A
double capon and oared NM provide, private area lor en-
tertaining or family canals. hob carpeting, Inman paneling
and decorator wallpaper ECM, 11111 81R.Of Of Oa SOK10111 MOMS
Groat raw, kitchen-ding area and we bedroom have open beam
ceilings. Ton silts od. just the right distance hoe Macey list
listed. pncod 10 *1
'LIKE THIS VIW I. Pie DM Shorn Ibis
lakefront lot and 12 by 50 mobile bow is
priced only 515.500 ?be 60 by 100 lot alas
it irorti Hoe price
ADJOINING PIA 315 COMOUR -ibis three
beim Mao is Panama Was is rally
priced worth Moe Nam hill lament two
porch and aroma dock. TWO
REPLACES art anal say trims Rehm-
pritod less than $30.880.



















































1 legal Notice 1 legal Notice
LEGAL
NOTICE
Renewal applicant, Ecology Systems, Inc., Route 5, Murray, Ky.
42071, for solid waste liuktfill six and one-half miles East of Murray in
Calloway County NoTth of Dr. Douglas Road, with the Department of
Natural Resources, Environmental Protection,,FranIdort, Kentucky,
gives notice that any person who may be aggrieved by the issuance
of a permit for this proposed landfill may tile with the department a
verified petition which sets forth the grounds whereby he may be in-
jured and demand a hearing pursuant to KFIS224.0111(21." Such
hearing shall be held within the county where the landfill is proposed.
FOR WATKINS
Products. Contact








Housing Authority of Murray wishes to pur-
Brakes, Power Steering, Standard Straight Shift, 
chase 're ton cab and chassis pick-up truck, 305 8-
Cylinder Engine, 4 ply rear snow tires, Power
131 Wheel Base.
All Bids should belubmitted not later than April
'
3, with bids to be open at 1:30 p.nl. in the office of the
Authority. Tax Exemption No. C-1446.
Crossword Puzzler











































32 Heraldry 47 Part of
grafted step
33 Unwanted- 48 Co lorless
plant 49 Assistant
36 Things in 50 Traded for
law money
37 Diminished 54 Enemy
gradually' 56 Silkworm
40 Angry 57 Pinch
outburst 58 Abstract
43 Spanish being
labbr I 61 Hebrew
45 Pronoun letter




as a Plasma donor. Rh
negative persons who
have had Rh in-
compatible pregnan-
















with integrity who like
to work with people.
30,000 first year, 40,000












Benton, Ky. Ph. 527-$463






The City of Murray will accept bids on two (2)
heavy duty snow plow blades. Specifications
may be picked up at the City Clerk's Office, City
Hall Building, located at 5th & Poplar Street,
Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be accepted until


























Ii i , • V
Opening new sales and service branch in
Mayfield. Need 25 pales representatives.
No lay off. Apply Holiday Inn, Mayfield,
Ky. Thursday, March 16 at 2 p.m. and 7
p.m. only. Ask for Jim Bingham.
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE
$15,000 to $25,000
Management now open, excellent earning op-
portunity while learning. When qualified you will
attend management training school and receive
$50 a day salary and expenses during limited




at 2 p.m. sod 7 pa. mil
Ask for Jim Mann 7
PIANUT5
I CALLED HIM LAST
NIGHT, MARCIE .. I
CALLED CHUCK AND


















IT LL DO. UNTIL WE













HAVE A FAG NOSE
POIR HEAVEN'S
SAKE, BL'ONDiE,/
> 'M.- YAK] JG


















GETTING [JO BACK THERE!


































be reached on 753-
1916 and 753-19 1 7
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets law as-24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking







/liquored to check the
first Insertion of ads for









US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR









blessings' If not, .call_
753-0984 for - Bible
chapters and verses of
God's blessing and how
you may receive them.
If You
Need Them:
two. . . . 753-1441
Police. . . 753-1621
Resale . . 753-6952
Ambulate • . . 753-9332
Hospital
Esiergenty . ,. . 753-5131
Haan
Society . . 753-3535
Caaprebensive -,
Care ------753-6622
Poison Control . . 753-7583
Senior Citirens . . 753-0929
Needling . . 753-NEED
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19 Farm Equipment
1975 175 MF DIESEL with
condition. No till. Four
row planter. • With 6
coulters. Call 436-2372.




dryers. call 1-345-2437 or
1-247-0558.
20. Sports Equipment





1973 PEN YEN -it ft. 225




18 H.p. EVINRUDE, like
new. Phone 753-5693 or
753-5739.
15' ASTROGLASS





bait well. Wonder state




8' POOL TABLE with all .
accessories balls, rack,
sticks, etc in excellent
condition. Call 753-8200.






for the whole family.
I.onardo Piano Co.















!SPINET-CONSOLEPIANO FOR SALE -
W anted: Responsible
piirty to take over spinet
piano. Easy terms. Can
be seen locally. Write:
Credit Manager, P. 0.












/*ors Do Fa, sop .no, coonrir
is Issalsol






THREE , MONTH OLD
stereo with speakers.
has AM-FM radio and 8
track ta player with




outfit. Royce 23 channel
base statipn, power
mike, regular mike, 150
watt linear amp, coax,
and starduster antenna
on 40 ft. push up mast.




Need • someone to
-assume small monthly
payMent. Call 753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1975 TWO BEDROOM
trailer and nice lot.




1976 14 x 60 Schultz;
electric, 2 bedroom.
unfurnished, un-
derpinned. 8 x 12 storage
building. Call after 4:30
753-7755.
.1972 12 X 65 _very mod
trailer, 2 bedrooms, two
baths, fully furnished,
'sun roof, extra high
ceiling in living room,
sunken bedroom and





home. Two bedroom „all
electric, air conditioned.
Call 354-6292.
1978 12 X 652 bedroom, all
electric Central air,
• fully carpeted, un-
furnished. Like new See
at Riviera Cts. Call 753-
3280 before 5 p.m. ,















LOCATION: At my office on Dover-Clarksville
Hwy. Only I mile from Dover. Note: Call us and
consign your equipment to this sale.'
LIST
1 - 1965 Ford F600 with 2 speed transmission,
Parkhurst grain bed & hoist, 1 - 1954 Cher. 2 ton
truck with grain bed, 1 - 1970 Ford . 12 ton, 1
owner, 1 -1964 I ton Ford truck, 1 -1971 Louisville
Lime Ford with pulling tandem & logging bolster,
1 .444 I. H. diesel, power steering, clean, 2 - 140 I.
H. tractors & cultivators, 1 - Sup C Farman, 1 -
150 Massey Ferguson. 1 -424 I. H. tractor & front
end loader, 1 - I. H. 460 tractor, 1 - 140 tractor
with belly mower, 1 -A Farmall SE all equipment,
1 - Red' belly Ford, 1 - 30 Ferguson, 2 - H Far-
malls, 1 - 660 Case combine, 1 - 300 Massey
Combine, extra nice, 1 - 55 John Deere combine,
1 - N. I. hay conditioner,_ 1 -4 row I. H. corn
planter, 2 - 3 pt. grader blades, 2 - cultipackers,
stabilizers for 3 pt. hitch, 1 - J. D. hay rake, 25 -
new 20" cutout disk blades, front weights for 165
M. F.., 1 - 200 bu. grain bed & auger, several 2, 3,
and 4 bottom plows, 3 pt. hitch rotary cutter, new
top links, 1 - fuel storage tank, 1 -trailer frame&
wheels, 1 - tandem axle trailer, 1 - tri-axle H. D.
factory machiner trailer, 2 -10 ton farm wagons,
1 - 34 army trailer, 1 -2 wheel road trailer, 1 -2
wheel farm trailer, 1 - 1 row N. I. corn picker,
like new, draw bars & bumpers, log chains &
binders, 12 new air tanks, new Castor mufflers, 1
- tobacco setter with sprayern`--..corn picker,
drag type, N. I. 1 - bush hog, 6 ft., several 3 pt.
hitch plows, cub corn planter & side dressing
attachment, set of 1 row cultivators, Ford,
several small & med. drag & offset isk harrow,
- I. H. disk, drag type, 1 - tuffline wheel disk, 9''2
ft., 1 - extra good Taylorway bog disk, 1 -2 wheel
flat metal trailer, 1 -4 row planter, 1 - D4 dozer
with winch, 1 - 4.927, motor home, 1 owner, only
7,000 miles, 1 - 1975 74 Harley Davidson, 1 owner
& nice, 1 - 1976 100 Yamaha cycle, 1 - saddle
horse, 20 months, - saddle horse, 25 months, 1 -8
M. M. deer rifle with scope, 1 - compound bow
with arrows. 1 - set metal cattle racks for pickup,
several pieces of lawn di tarden equipment,
several boats & motors.
Auctioneer's Note: Dealers, and Farmers, you
will see these tractors & equipment with their
work clothes on, just like they came in. We have
two farmers selling out in this sale, lock, stock &
barrel!. Note: Sales tax will be collected if not
dealer. Dealers brinLsales tax number. P. C. A.
& Bank representatire- will be present. FREE
Drawing for cpuntry ham at end of sale..
Bogard Realty I Auction Co.
Mee 1 Me Ileelb el hrs., Um
111.5. Nyy.
Annoincement day of sale will have precedence over printed matter
Auctioneers:
Ed "Bogie" Bogard, 1.ic. 546 41. vin Crutoher, Lic 601
Dover, Tenn 7324221 Dover, Tenn 2.12-7219
App A urboneet Greg Spireland & Traylfernriers
29 Mobile Home Rentals




mobile home spaces for




Estates and Fox 
.0.1111





'13th and Main, All
clothing, shoes, etc: 1"2





Saturday. 9 a.m. to 6





special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
. a look at this lot located
at 1514 . Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details.. Re ready to




PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brick





freezer, two full baths,









1101 Sycamore Murray, Ky.
THINKING OF SPRING?
Why not start planning
now for that home on the
lake. We have just listed
2 quality homes in
Panorama Shores, only
10 miles from Murray.
Both are year-round
homes on beautiful
wooded lots. Take ad-
vantage of pre-spring
prices and let us tell you









LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street, is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout the
home has living room,




come b our con-
43 Real Estdte
--411-ACRES- just-listed-










ZONED R-4 or B-2?
Need a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,





east for these permitted






Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
43 Real Estate
NEW  ,•  LISTING in.
Westwood Subdivision
brick rancher featuring
3 bedrooms 2 baths, din
with fireplace, central
heat and air attached 2
car garage, and priced
in the 40's. This home is
approximately one year












With The Friendly Touch"
BUSINESS OP-
PORTUNITY ... 40' x
60' building on High-
way 121 South offers
an opportunity to be






to a double garage with
automatic openers...




50 X 96 METAL building
on Industrial road. For
rent office suite on South
5th street. Call, after 6,
753-5595 or days 753-5000.





1. 1405 Stadium View








heat and air. Call 753-
7550:
36 For Rent Or Lease
FIVE OFFICES at 703










Angus bulls. Age 10
month-2 years old. Gall
_437-4365.
TWO HAMPSHIRES .
sows farrow in two
weeks. Five hampshire





old. Have had shots. Calt
after 4 p.m. 1-928-2877.
AIM REGISTERED
female Dalamation 1






puppies. Solid white and









Wititia S smeates of city, this
3 bedroom brick end stone
home f•shores • beamed
citifies firma, roam with fire
piece, bedroom wills, Willies,
very modern bitches, with
C811111111C cookie, rage ply. 3
ocriss with horse bare. Si.
this owe soon(
fogey Cerretry Living? Than
tall leek at this 3 bedroom,
1/2 bath hew leartal op-
proximately 3 miles from
tows or 121 S. Otisor fairer's
ache& large let, morel beef
mid Or mid stone or aid
rimier'. Less them 540,000„
753-3263 Anytime
veniently 'located office
in the White House
Building 711 Main for all





I 'r ,,f essu,noi Sen ice,
V. ith The Frit ndly h
WOODED BUILD-
ING SITE ... 4 of the
prettiest acres you'll
ever see. Heavily
wooded with big tim-
ber, 600' on Hwy. No.
1828 West of Midway





Estate, 105 N. 12th.
ANNOUNCING THE
OPENING OF
B & J HYDRAULICS
We specialize in rebuilding Hydraulic cylinders,
jacks and pumps. Hydraulic hose made to order
while you wait. All work guaranteed. Located on
1346, Just.off trighway 94 East. Open 8 airs. -5
p.m. Monday thru Friday. 22 years experience in
Hydraulic fields.
BRUM TIMM 11TORAULIC PROBLEMS TO US
430-2788
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
. • . • ad 4 •' I KI ro
with complete privacy and easy access.
Call 753-3744 days -
or 753-7618 nights
HAVE
you a need for a 2 story, 4 bedroom home with
large living room, U-shaped kitchen &n and
triple carport prided in the 30's?...After hours -
753-8579.
A
rare opportunity to buy thii 2 bedroom frame
with living room, dining roodt,,,kitchen, plus
workshop for only 423,000.. .After hours, call
Glenda 753-1499.
HAPPY
you will be driving down a winding country road
southwest of Murray to find a tri level with „,
bedrooms, VI baths sitting on the crest of 4
wooded acres.. Call Helen now at 753-1492 or 753-
8579.
DAY
by day prices are rising. Buy this cottage in the
woods near the lake - living room with fireplace,
loft bedroom, screened porch. ..Only $11,000...af-
ter hours call 753-6079.
After Hours:
Loretta Jobs - 753-6079




Brenda Jones - 753-8668





ARE LOW ON CASH-
we'll :arrange the terms
on this well maintained _
two bedroom brick with






South 124h at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051
DUE TO SALES THIS
YEAR. The Nelson
Shroat Co. Needs
listings for the buyers
we have waiting. If you
want to sell your














, near the universi y ii-
level brick home with
main floor having 3
bedrooms, 1 1-2 baths.
Additional 6 apartments
with separate entrance
in lower level. Central










With The Friendl) Touch'
GAiESBORO RESI-
DENTIAL LOT. 120'




to. sell quickly. $4,950









mobile borne 'dons, end patios, or U-BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy
to assemble up to 21 x be. kip the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Believe It Yes, It's True!
Special Direct Factory Purchase...
SAVE '130.
IF Y OU BUY NOW,
en 411 Twin-Speaker Models with






C543 • imply Aormaexew 100011 ,1.010.,
Spowisa Sly•og 10. Cole.
Curtis Mathes
is the only T11 Manufactured with
enough quality built in, to give their
customers a...
Full Four Year Warranty
' We Service What We Sell
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5865
DREAMS DO COME TRUE AT
KOPPERUD REALTY -
LET US FIND YOUR DREAM HOME
1%it
THE OLD SOUTH
Is alive and well in this colonial 4 bedroom home
and 10 .rolling acres. Home was completely
renovated 3 years ago and has lovely brick
fireplace in large kitchen-den, 2 baths and lots of
space throughout. Acreage is all fenced, good
tobacco barn, stock barn, stable and other out-
buildings. A-rare opportunity te purchase that




If unique is what you seek, we have it. This 3-
story, 5 bedroom home has all the extras-marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral Stairways,
central vpuuni and intercom, custom made
drapes throughout. This is that "dream home"
you have been waiting for. Just listed this week.
KOPPERUD
REALTY
GET READY FOR SPRING
In one of Murray's finest quality-built homes. 30
x 30 redwood patio with gas grill, 4,111 square
feet of living area with many bull ins, 5
bedrooms, and 31/2 baths. Large 34 Lcre on
quiet street with beautiful trees and laTidsca •
Let us make your dream home a reality with this
spacious, distinctive charmer.
' Ph. 753-1222
George Golkopr 753.8129- Geri Andersea 753-7932 - parry Patterson 492-8302- BM Kopuerud 753-1222 • Bill Rayburn 759-4900
to.









A growing Real Estate
firm opening in
Murray, May 1, 1978.
Contact Jody Krouse,
362-4224 or nights 527-
8967. Jobe Smith
REALTOR, Gallery _ of
Moues.
44. Lots For Sale
CORNER LOT, it acre
Sherwood Forest. Call
753-8019.
45 Farms For Sale
FOR SALE
IT OWNER
7$ Acre farm 60 acres
tillable. Located 9
miles north of Murray.
Excellent - building
location with an ex-
cellent stock barn.
Priced to sell at $700
per acre. Was in corn
last year.
CaP 7634362
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath house, 1 acre land.
Good location. Call 753-
9318.
WELL PLANNED home
for family living with
energy efficient heat
pump. Four bedrooms,
2442 baths, large den with
fireplace. Formal dining
room and eat-in kitchen.
New and










fireplace in living room,
central heat and air, city
gas. 1800 sq. ft. Dquble






mirrors, back rest. $600.
Call 753-7524. ,
1972 175 YAMAHA trail
bike. Extra nice. Call
after 5, 489-2570.
1975 400 HONDA. Good
shape. Low mileage.





Have your motorcycle ready
for Spring, with or new parts
and accessotiea!!
line of tune-up ports,
ts, engine parts, chains &
sprockets, cables, tires & bat-
teries, chrome and more. Lots
of other parts and accessories
on the way. Also







1t73 YAMAHA MX 360.
Call 436-2400.
48 Automotive Service
B R AIN: CAR bat-
teries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
824.99; 4 year guaran-






49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 IMPALA, $ 1,000 or





Fri. & Sat. 8-2:30
*Hair Cuts *Shaves
209 Walnut Street.: ,
Call this number after' 5:00 to assure
prompt service next d4, 753-3685 -

























miles. Call 753-7765 or
see at 1627 Loch Lomond
Drive.
1967 CADILLAC De Ville.
All power, good shape,
reasonable. Call 753-5795
alter 5 p.m.
1976 GRAN LE MANS,
metallic blue, AM-FM 8
track, tilt steering,
cruise control with
bucket wilts. $3500. 1973
Riviera extra sharp,
loaded, $2800. 1967 Ford
pickup good body, runs
but needs mechanical
work. $400 1969 Marlette
trailer, 2 bedroom, PI
baths, 12 X 8 extension.
Plenty of closet and
cabinet space. New
carpet, partially fur-
nished, central air and 1971 FORD pickup, good
heat. New washer and condition. Call 753-4441
 dryer-Inarrried$4800----after-6-P4a'
LICENSED ELEC-(  -
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0606.
WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,







1978 Omit(' Feature Syndicate Inc.
'1HE SPOKE H15 FIRST WORD
SUGAR- COATE ti'!"
49. Used Cars Trucks
1975 CHEVY 3,4 ton
Scottsdale Suburban.
454 V-8 and more. Call
759-1184.
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
Scirocco. ..Call after 5
753-0093.
1971 FORD GALAXIE,









Good condition. Call .753-
126-2.
1972 LUV PICKUP
with tool bor Call 753-
1702 after 7 p.m.
1975 PINTO, 23,000 actual




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.
TODAq. LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
49. Used Cars A Trucks
1974 AMC Matador
station wagon. Call 753-
817163.
1968 FOND - GALAXIE,
automatic_ power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove*






ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank"work. Field








roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
m. or weekend.
WILL HAUL driveway
hite rock, lime, sand,
1975 DATSUN little
Hustler pickup. Wit
topper. Like new, lo
A
mileage, one owner.
AM-FM radio. Call 489-
2595.
1966 CHEVY. Call 437.; 1969 CHEVROLET








1971 Pop-Upe $50" arr
Al awed Csispars ISO" off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-711.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
lathe outtleorslutd the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our













FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
ELECTRIC WIRING










VICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,





ters installed per your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
WANT TO DO babysitting





parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763.
WILL DO BABYSITTING

















FOR YOUR septic lank
and. backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John






WANT TO BE IN THE SWIM? A bonus extra is
a marvelous swimming pool with an enclosed
screened patio in a backyard that is landscaped
for privacy. Meanwhile, enjoy the cozy
fireplace inside den, quality kitchen, entry hall,
formal dining room, large living room, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths. This house has everything
--Tolled into one. Let us show it to you today.
NICE! NEAT! NIFTY! If you want a com-
fortable & compact home then come by and let
us show you this "Sharp" 2 bedroom B.V. in ex-
cellent condition. Carpeted throughout and
nicely decorated. All draperies included.
Paved driveway & carport. All of this plus a
nice quiet neighborhood. Priced in Mid 20's.
7534080
105 K. 12th Street
Professional Services With The Friendly Touch
LIKE A PRIVATE PARK. Absolutely beautiful
1 acre wooded lot with roomy well arranged 6
room home. Lot of closets, new carpeting,
freshly decorated and its' easy to heat. 2 out-
buildings and a garden area. Located on Hwy.
94 West near Lynn Grove. Immediate
Possession. Only $31,900. - BETTER ACT
FAST!!
DON'T DREAM A DREAM - BUY ONE! That
mini-farm in the country you've been waiting
for, set back off Hwy. 1828 about 1000 ft. for
privacy. Perimeter fenced. Quality 3 bedroom._ _
2 bath By., many luxury features including en-
try hall, central electric heat aid air, large kit-
chen, many built-ins, range, compactor.
separate dining area, spacious den with
fireplace, beamed ceiling, lots of closets, patio.
carport, outside storage building plus stock
barn- Don't let this "Once in a Blue Moon"
property-get away.,
LOSE NO TIME IN SEEING THIS ONE!
Here's a dandy "buy" in a modern 3 bedroom
home with 2 acres - 4 miles north just off the
Penny Road. Spotlessly clean and well
arranged. Excellent garden area. PRICED AT
ONLY $22,;00.
1
ENJOY THE COOL LAKE BREEZES. If
you've been thinking about a weekend retreat
let us show you this cottage in Panorama
Shores. 3 bedrooms, I bath, large kitchen. The
lot is 90' x 150' and priced at only $18,000. Now is
the time to act.
ARE YOUR RENTAL SLIPS SHOWING? A lit-
tle paint & cleaning up will put this 5 room
home in top shape. Good size rooms, con-
_se.nient to school - walking distance to down-
town. Located on shady lot at 318 North 7th
Street. PRICED LOW TOGO.
GIVE YOUR KIDDIES A CHANCE TO ROMP.
Let us show you the 10' x 52"I`railer complete
with, furniture in Panorama Shores. 2 Lots,
water, underpinned, concrete walk & porch
with iron railings. ACT NOW $9,000.
SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA




Prevent a chimney fire











struction • Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.




Company Inc. Air con-












wallwil dawns carpals as..
ratplik portaN:redoN.,
house does all the work
92V2sYsi-and vacuums
out deep down all aid




• fraction of the cost
YOU SAVE UP TO
MAO PER ROOM)
-




MALE BROWN and White
Brittany Spaniel hunting
dog. Good Pet,. Call 436-
5503.
Literacy Workshop
Sponsored By Henry County Lin .racy Council
May 1-4. First Baptist Lhurch
9 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 7 to, 9:30 p.m.
Coot: 1110, including MI pre-registration
II Namur 
I/ Address rh.....o 
rMail lit Mrs. R. A. tttleititt. Paris Route
g (1111044 ft_  g Classes
n
Mrs. George Upchurch, Paris Reim. 5.
This workshop is'. for prospective tutor's. A liog is
11 being compiled of those adults who wo d liLt,, toLearn to.reild kretter. If you euuld-lilk to be su-
blimed a tutor at the close of the works op, contact









TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE. 40' x 63'
Shop, 4 large offices paneled and carpeted.
Central gas heat and central electric air with
11/2 baths. Shop Area is equipped, large electric
overhead door. 2 acres of larld plus a 2 bedroom
1973 All American trailer-with 2 baths.
HANDY WITH TOOLS? Here's that spacious
older home you've been searching for. Restore
this Treasure at a minimal cost. Many, unique
features in the 142 story, 4 or 5 bedroom beauty.
Modern bath, 4 usable fireplaces, 3 with an-
tique mantles, natural wood staircase, walk-
around porch. On large shady corner lot with
double garage and outside storage building.
Fenced back yard. Located in Hazel, Ky. JUST
REDUCED TO $13,500.
BETTER HURRY - THIS WON'T LAST ... 4
bedroom, aluminum siding home, hall, large
living room, dining room, ample closet space.
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Mrs. Hontus S. Banks of 620
Ellis Drive, Murray., died this
morning at 1:30 at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 89 yearsof age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Christian
Church. Born Sept. 11, 1888,
she was the -daughter of the
late George William Stub-
blefield and Dean Turner
Stubblefield.
Mrs. -Banks is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Kermit
(Auberna ) Halstead of
Murray Route Two; two sons,
Euin Dick of Murray and
'Melton Dick of Springville,"
in.; three sisters, Mrs. 1.ula
Allbritten of Hazel_ Mrs..
Mavis McCurrey of New.
Concord, and Mrs. Rita Bell of
Paducah; three grand-
children; five great grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
&Mud ay at two. p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the ,Rev.
Dr. David C. Roos and Bro.
John Dalt' officleig., Mrs.
Oneida Whi,'.e will be organist.
Pallbearers will be Trellis
McCuiston, Kelly Brooks
McCuiston, William Rex
Allbritten, Joe Dick, Henry
Holton, and Llob Pickard.
Barad will follow in the New
Concord Cemetery.
Friends may c.111 at the
funeral home after sour p. m.
on Friday.
The funeral for Mrs Pannie
M. Williams, widow of Tom S.
Williams, is being held today
at 2.:30 p.m. at the chapel of
the -37-11.:. Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos officiating and Mrs.
Jane Hutson as organist.
Pallbearers are Jimmy and
David Williams, John
Galloway, Verpon Stub-
blefield, Jr., Ottis Valentine,
and Preston Holland. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Williams, age 91, died
Tuesday at five p.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
wa; a. member of the First
'ChriStlatr- Churth--ahrt
survived by two sons, Robert
Mills Williams of Leesburg,
Fla., and Tom Moore Williams




Mac Thomas Tarry of 1510
Sycamore Street, Murray,




are incomplete, but the J.
Churchill Funeral Home will
be in charge of the
arrangements.
Planned, Paducah
Mrs. W. Ray Mary Bolling
Kern of San Francisco, Calif.,
formerly of Murray, died
Tuesday at Calistoga; Calif.
She was 75 years of age and a
member of the St. Leo's
Catholic Church in Murray.
The former Murray woman
was a retired school teacher, a
member of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy,
a native of Paducah, a 1923
graduate of St. Joseph
College, Guthrie, Okla.,
taught six years in South
-Dakota-, -end - sa Nereid..
Calif., and resided in
California until the family
jmoved -to -Murray in 1953
• residing until just recently.
Mrs. Kern is survived by her
husband, W. Ray Kern, one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Eugenia
Millar, and one grand-
daughter, Mrs. Heather Mary
McGowan, all of San Fran-
cisco, CaliV
The funeral will be held
Saturday at ten a.m. at the St.
Frances DeSales Catholic
Church, Paducah, with the
Rev. Paul Powell officiating.
Burial will follow in the Oak
Grove Cemetery at Paducah
k
with the artngements by the
Fendley-Baer and Harris
Fune-ral Home, Paducah,
where friends may call after
ten a.m. on Friday.
YOUR S NERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOIN SilaliONS. OWNERS






with Clock and Reminder Timer
Tilt-lock Cairo& Surface Units with
Rotary infinite heat controls • Oven
Interior Light • Removable Oven
Door • Recessed Cooktop.
Regular Price $339.95
GE QUALITY-BUILT
17.6 CU. FT. NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER
with Adjustable Shelves
Big 4 65 cu ft freezer • Energy-
Saver Switc17-;194eal-Keeper •
out on wheels • Optional Autort5R4-








*90 Days Same As







5 Cycles including Power Scrub'
for pots, pans - Powerful 3-Level
Wash Action • Tun Tub' Interior ,








Word has been received of
the death of James Hilbert
Anderson, brother of Truman
Anderson of New Concord,
who died suddenly at his home
in Rock Island, Ill., on Wed-
nesday morning. He was 63




Darvy, Rock Island, Ill., Mrs.
Helen Fuse, Lansing, Mich.,
Mrs. Marilyn Fuller, Illinois
City, Ill., Mrs. Melva White,
Alabama, and Mrs. Carol
Anderson, Milan, Ill.; one step
son, Gene Martin, Kankakee,
III.; three sisters, Mrs. Daniel
Black, Milan, 111-„Mrs. Edwin
Melcher, Symsonia, and Mrs.
James Smith, Metropolis, Ill.;
three brothers, Truman of
New Concord, Jewel of Rock
Island, Ill., and Norman of
Moline, Ill.; several grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Friday' at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Hodgson Funeral
Home, Rock Island, Ill., with





Mrs. Audie Miller Crouch of
Wednesday at 12:45 p.m. at
the Westview Nursing Home.
She was 80 years of age and
the wife of Robert D. (Dick)
Crouch who died May 19, 1976.
The Calloway woman was a
member of the Cokiwater
Baptist Church. Born Oct. 17,
1897, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Jim ,Morgan Miller, .and 
Nalinie Myers Miller.
Mrs. Crouch is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Stanley
(Fern) Darnell, Farmington
Route One, and Mrs. William
Skeet (Sue) Haneline, Murray
Route One; three sons, Theron
Crouch of Farmington Route
One, and Ralph and Max
Crouch of Murray Route One;
one sister, Mrs. Verdie Crouch
of Lynn Grove; sixteen'
grandchildren; twenty-two
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Virgil Blankenship officiating.
Burial will follow in the West
Fork Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (2) — Laetrile,
abortion and the Equal Rights
Amendment continue to be the most
controversial issues before the Ken-
tucky General Assembly as the
Legislature enters the final day for
passage of bills.
Friday and Saturday are reserved for
concurrence in amendments added by
the other house, but the three issues
remain strong.
The Senate will be asked to concur in
an amendment to legalize Laetrile for
terminal cancer patients alter it was
added by the House Wednesday to a bill
relating to the Advisory Council for
Medical -Kssistance.
Laetrile supporters fell one vote short
Wednesday of bringing a similar
measure to a floor vote, but conceded
their best shot may be in securing
laughed and said: "What do you think?
-I feel very good about Governor
Carroll's statement that Murray needs
a new arena and for us to plan to in-
clude one in a future budget,request.
-If we are to be competitive with the
teams in the country that I want to play,'
we definitely need a new place to play
ball." he added.
It will also be a homecoming for
Greene's wife. Mrs. Greene, the former
Allene Hodge of Reidland and a
member of the MSU class of 1962, is
expecting the couple's fourth child.
The three Greene children are 13-
year-old Monica, 10-year-old Kimberly
and three-year-old Ron Jr.
Although the news of Greene's in-
terest in the MSU post didn't break until
it was prematurely announced by
outside sources, Greene had been in
urray •n •
Greene is extremely popular in
Starkville and in fact, the Mississippi
State Board of Regents announced
yesterday it had planned to give the
first-year coach a big raise on his four-
year contract. Students also planned a
massive demonstration in support of
Greene, according to the Columbus
Commercial Dispatch.
Everywhere he's been, Greene has
concurrence on the House amendment.
The House, meantime, is faced with
considering a surprise parliamentary
move by Rep. "Hank" Hancock
that some say has removed from
consideration by the lower chamber a
resolution to rescind Kentucky's
ratification of the ERA.
The Senate Wednesday passed and
sent to the governor a House-passed bill
to cut off state medical assistance funds
for elective abortions.
The Senate approved the measure 30-
1 with no debate, but resistance sur-
faced on a resolution calling on
Congress to convene a constitutional
convention to adopt a right-to-life
amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
The resolution, which does not need
Gov. Julian Carroll's signature, passed
26-12.
been a success.
A native of Terre Haute, Greene
started at three seasons as a guard at
Murray State. He played from 1959
through 1962. In his senior season, he
scored 371 points in 25 games for a 14.8
-average and his career average was
11.6 points per game.
Upon his graduation from Murray,
Greene became the Racer freshman
coach and guided the frosh to a 12-4
record. He was also the head coach of
the Fort Eustis, Virginia, Army Base
team from 1963-65 and won the Second
Army championship during that year.
Greene became head coach at Loyola
of New Orleans after being an assistant
for a year. He took the head job in 1966
and remained there for two years. His
most notable accomplishment at the
time was a win over third-ranked
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, firnished to the Ledger &
Times by First ..of Michigan, Corp., of
-Murray; are as follows:
Heublein Inc 25% -4
McDonalds Corp 46 -IS
Ponderosa Systems 161. -4
Kimberly Clark 417. - 4
Union Carbide 3944 unc
W.R. Grace 254 -.4
Texaco  26 - '4
General Elec. 464 -4
Hardees 17 +s
Georgia Pacific 244 -4
.Pepsico 25's -10
Jim Walters 274 unc
Kirsch 
Disney 324 unc
Wendys 364 unc ,
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today hrnished to the Ledger &




Air Products ..., 26% - 4
American Motors 410, -4
Ashland Oil WII -'-10
A. T. & T. 61% uric '
Ford Motor Co 444 - ' •
GAF 114 -,.,..
Gen. Dynamics 42 -4-10
General Motors 594 .10'
General 'lire 2410 unt
Goodrich 1910 unc
Gulf Oil -  254 +4
IBM 2414 -,- 1
Pennwalt 33% .,,
Quaker Oats T2,. - , .
Tappan  910 - -,,
Western Union 161. - -.
Zenith Radio  13 - ,,
Calloway Choirs
To Hold Car Wash
The Choirs of the
County High School wi
a car wash on Saturday.
March 18, from eight a. nì. to
five-p. m. at the Standar
Station at the intersection of
Highway 121 Bypass and
North 18th Street.
Lavaughn Wells, choral
director at Calloway Count).-
High School, said funds fron,
the car wash will be
toward the trip by the chorm
groups to Opryland at Nasti•
ville, Tn., for a special event
The‘charge will be three
dollars for both interior and
exterior Ar41 two dollars Ica
erteffet
For the next eight years, Greene was
the head coach at New. Orleans
University where he won 150 of 214
games. His 1975 team went to the NCAA
Division II finals and finished with a 23-
7 record. His 1973-74 team was fourth in
the Division H tourney with a 21-9
record and his 1970-71 team was 23-3
and top-ranked in Division Two at the






• Large Throw Away Bag
1110•4% • Instant Rug Adjustment .Low.
Normal, High or Shag Pile
"
• Hood Is Only 5Y2- High
• Convenient Toe Switch
Peak h.p.
"It is deeply upsetting that we would
play Russian roulette with the con-
stitution of the United States," said Sen.
David Karem, D-Louisville, who stid.
he opposed abortion but feared the
possibility of an open convention.
The House Wednesday squelched
last-ditch efforts to revive a Senate bill
to allow collective bargaining for
teachers.
The contents of the teacher
bargaining bill were attached as
amendments to three Senate- bills
posted for consideration in the House.
They were among more than 60 floor
amendments Mkt to insure last-minute
consideration of bills languishing in
committee. Two attempts failed and
supporters of collective bargaining did
not attempt to raise the question a third
time.
Greene's overall record is 192-97,
including the 19-9 mark at Mississippi--




atrick Construction Co., of Owensboro,
has been awarded a $6.8 million con-
tract to build a university center at
Murray State University.
The 134,000-square-foot building will
house the university book store, post
office, student government office,
dining facilities, banquet rooms,
theater and other student activities. It
university's central heating and cooling
plant.
The project is scheduled • to be
completed March 12,1980.
The cost of the project is ap-
proximately $700,000 more than was
allocated in Gov. Julian Carroll's 1976-
78 biennium budget. The governor said







• Big disposable bag
• 4-on-thi-floor carpet shift
• Full time edge-cleaning
If We Don't Carry
A Part, We Will Order It
• Bags • Attachments
• Belts • Brush Straps -
• Hoses • Filters'
• Motors • Brushes
PAUL WINSLOW'S NEW STORE HOURS
N. 12th St., Olympic Plaza Or - 9:30-5:00 Daily
759-1636 9:00-1:00 Sat.
